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A sequential machine is "consistent" iff when both the input and output strings 
of symbols are regarded as representing umerical quantities according to conven- 
tional interpretations (quantitatively more significant symbols occurring earlier than 
less), then the machine may be regarded as calculating an ordinary numerical 
function for all possible input strings. Consistent sequential machines have not been 
of significant interest to automata theorists but they may have applications in signal 
processing. The relationships holding among (i) input-output alphabets and (ii) 
structures of consistent sequential machines and (iii) properties of numerical 
functions thus realized, are explored. In connection with (ii), the finite state and 
permutation-free properties are of particular interest. In connection with (iii), the 
properties of monotonicity, invertibility, piecewise linearity, and differentiability, 
are of particular interest. Synthesis methods are not significantly treated. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
= (Y ,  J//', J / ,  6, 7) is a sequential machine in the Mealy sense. 5 ~ is the 
(not necessary finite) set of states, j / r  is the input alphabet of integers 
(N>/2)  
~/ -  {0, 1 ..... N - l} .  
~/ i s  the output alphabet of integers (34 >/2) 
~'= {0, 1 ..... M- -  1}. 
6: ~ X,.~Cr~., c~ is the complete state transition function, where 6(e, co), 
a E 5 p, co E J / ' *  has the usual meaning and 6(a, 2) = a Va E Y ,  where it is 
the blank symbol. 7: Y X ~ ( /  is the complete output function and 
7(a, co), e C Y ,  co ~.A/'* is interpreted as the output word ~E~ r* that 
results When 6~ is started in state a and input word co is applied; thus 09 and 
have the same number of symbols and 7(a, it) -- it Ve ~ Y .  
X M is the set of infinite sequences of integers in ~;  x C ArM when x is an 
infinite concatenation 
x=mlm2mam4.. . ,  miE~f .  
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If C/ is started in state a ~ ~ and an input sequence z E X:v is applied, 
where 
Z ~ /'/1 g/2/~/3 F/4 ..., F/i ~ ,///" ,
then an output sequence as x above results. Both z and x can be interpreted 
as representing numbers in the closed unit interval U according to the usual 
convention: 
r= rniM-i ~ U, t= ~ niN-t E U. 
i=1 i= l  
However, in general it is not the case that C/ thereby calculates a function 
whose domain is U and range c U, because some rationals in U have two 
representations. In order that C{ calculate a function f :  U~ U it is necessary 
that numerically equivalent input sequences generate numerically equivalent 
output sequences. 
It appears that only Eilenberg (1974, Chap. 13) has published results 
associated with such machines, which he calls consistent. The problems 
associated with consistent sequential machines have not been of significant 
interest o automata theorests. 
Consistent sequential machines may, however, be of potential interest in 
digital signal processing, mainly for the reason that in a process of analog to 
digital (A/D) or digital to analog (D/A) conversion there inheres a possible 
advantage in processing bits or other charactes erially, in decreasing order 
of significance of the bits (SD processing). 
The most common method of A/D conversion is the serial or "successive 
approximation" method, in which bits are generated serially in decreasing 
order of significance by a successive approximation process (Schmid, 1970, 
pp. 240 ft.). 
In D/A conversion, SD processing is rare; if the processing is serial then 
the reverse order is the rule (Schmid, 1970, pp. 186 ft., 247), although there 
is no insurmountable obstacle to SD processing in D/A conversion 
(Cattermole, 1969, pp. 318 ft.). Indeed there are grounds for believing that 
SD processing may be advantageous in applications where there is desired a 
minimum time interval between the initiation of the serial arrival of bits to 
the D/A converter, and the manifestation of the "analog" effect 
corresponding to the quantity represented by the bits. The reason is that in 
D/A conversion there is normally an inertial effect of some sort, e.g., the 
charging of a capacitor to a voltage numerically corresponding to the 
number originally represented in digital form. If bits representing the number 
are processed in decreasing order of significance then the inertial effect 
involved can be overcome more quickly than would be the case if the reverse 
order of serial processing were used; e.g., a capacitor can be charged 
quicker. 
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Another feature of A/D and D/A conversion processes is that they are 
often closely associated with certain nonlinear zero memory (NLZM) 
operations. Examples are: 
(1) Companding (Bell Tel., 1970; Cattermole, 1969). Both the 
"compression" function involved in the output of the A/D converter, and the 
"expansion" function applied just before the D/A converter, are NLZM 
operations. 
(2) Homomorphic filtering (Gold and Rader, 1969, Chap. 8). For 
example, in the homomorphic filtering of a music signal, two NLZM 
functions of a single variable are applied to the output of the A/D converter, 
and a NLZM function of two variables is applied just before the D/A 
converter (Blesser and Kates, 1978). 
(3) Point operations in digital image processing (Hunt, 1978). Such 
operations might be for the purpose of compensating for nonlinearities in the 
formation of images (e.g., the characteristic or H - D curve for photographic 
film) or for the purpose of image enhancement. 
The fact that numbers used as independent variables, in the computation 
of certain NLZM functions, may be represented igitally, with the bits 
subject o SD processing, seems to naturally raise the question of whether or 
not the NLZM functions themselves may be calculated in a SD fashion. 
Such a calculation would constitute implementation via a consistent 
sequential machine. 
Properties of consistent sequential machines and of functions calculated 
by them are the subjects of this paper. The synthesis of such machines is not 
of direct present interest. 
II. NUMBER REPRESENTATIONS 
The following notational conventions and constraints hall apply and, if 
the notation is used, with or without subscripts, the constraints are implied. 
Integers are 0~<i< oo, 0~<j< oo, 0~k< oo, 0~/~<oo,  0~<m<~,  
0~<n<oo,  0~<I<oo,  0~<J<oo,  l~K<oo,  l~L<oo,  2~<M<oo,  
2~N< oo,--oo <# < oo, --oo <v< oo. 
The unit interval [0, 1] = U and R, S, T are subsets of U. Under certain 
conditions UM(') will also represent a subset of U. Points in U are denoted r, 
s, t, u, k, ~, 9 and ~, while a, b, a are unrestricted reals, fi g and h are 
functions mapping U into U. T = f (S )  is interpreted in the usual way, and 
f (S )  = r is interpreted as meaning thatf(S) = {r}, a set consisting of a single 
point. 
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x E X M is as above. The first i >/1 symbols of x are denoted 
x (i) = ml m 2 " • m i E Jr'* 
and called the initial segment of length i of x; x ~°) = 2 E ~¢'*. I f  x' E X~t then 
a w E X M can be defined by concatenation: 
t I ! I . . .  w=x( i )x  ' =mlm 2 ... mimlm2m3m 4 . 
Concatenation is also indicated by [. ], i.e., m tkl is the concatenation of k 
instances of the symbol m E ~ ' ,  with m t°l = 2. On the other hand M k refers 
to ordinary exponentiation (the integer M to the power k) and M ° = 1. ~¢,k, 
k/> 1, is the alphabet {0, 1 ..... M k - 1 }. 
x represents a number A E U according to the usual convention 
O0 
= ~ mi M- i  
i=1 
and 
~(i) = 0, i --- 0, 
i 
= ~ mjM -j, i>0 .  
j= l  
PROPERTY II. 1. I f  x E X~t then Yc~i)M i E ~¢4 and Jc ~i) ~ ~ as i ~ oo. 
I f  i >/1 exists such j />  i implies mj = m E ~/ ,  then x is termed ultimately 
m. If i/> 1 and k/> 1 exist such that j >/i implies mj = mj + k, then x is termed 
ultimately periodic; if k is the smallest such integer it is termed the 
periodicity of x. 
PROPERTY 11.2. x EX M is either not ultimately 0, or not ultimately 
M-1 .  
r E U is M-adic (dyadic when M= 2) rational iff r=  kM -L, where 
k ~< M L. If 0 < k < M z (thus L > 0) such an M-adic rational r has both an 
ultimately 0 and an ultimately M-  1 representation i XM; if k does not 
divide M then L is termed the M-ary length of r, L-- lM(r),  and the two 
representations of r are 
x=xCi )mL(M - 1)(M--  1)(M--  1)(M--  1) .... 
x' = x(i)(mL + 1)000 .... 
where i=L - -1 ,  mLEJ I  v, m L <M- -1 .  All other rE  U have unique 
representations in X M. The representation of r ---= 0 is 000... and that of r = 1 
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is (M- -  1) (M- -  I (M- -  1)(M--  1)...; in either case IM(r ) = 0. If r is not M- 
adic rational then lM(r ) = oo. Thus r has two representations in X M iff 
0 < lM(r ) < oo. If r < 1 (>0) then r has one and only one representation i
X M that is not ultimately (M-1)  (ultimately 0). r is rational iff every 
representation of r in X M is ultimately periodic. 
PROPERTY II.3. I f  M'  = M K, then lM,(r ) >1 lM(r)/K >/lM,(r ) -- (K -- 1)/K 
(thus lM(r ) ~ IM,(r)). I f  r > 0 then IM(r/M') = lM(r) + K; if 1/M' >1 r > 0 then 
lM(rM' ) = lM(r ) -- K. 
PROPERTY 11.4. I f  r 4= 0 then IM(r ) <~ K iff r = m/M r, with lM(r ) ---- K iff 
M is not a factor of re. I fM '  is an integer multiple of  M, then lM,(r ) <~ lM(r ). 
If X' @ X M and x = x~i)x ' then x' is the ith successor of x, written x' = 
DM(X, i). Use of the notation DM(X, i) implies x E X M. 
PROPERTY 11.5. 
PROPERTY I1.6. 
rational. 
PROPERTY II.7. 
then ¢v = ~'. 
I f  x' = DM(X, i) then IM(~' ) ---- max(lM(A ) -- i, 0) and ~ = 
The set of  all successors of x E X M is finite iff Yc is 
I f  w = DM(X, i), W' = DM(X', i), A = A', and IM(Y¢ ) > i, 
A unit M -i  interval is an interval of the form [mM -i, (m + 1)M- i ] ,  
where 0 ~< m < M ~. 
PROPERTY II.8. There exist exactly M i unit M -t intervals. I f  R c U is a 
unit M - i  interval and r, sER,  then [ r - s i<~M -i. ScU is a unit M -i 
interval iff there exists xti) E J¢'* such that r E S iff there exists w E X M 
such that r = ~', where x' = x~i)w. 
A unit M -i  interval thus consists of all r E U which have M-ary represen- 
tations identical through i places. When S and x ~i) are as in Property II.8 it 
is said that x ~i~ determines the unit M- ;  interval S= UM(X~i))= [Ati), 
~(i) + M-i] .  Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between ~g"* and the 
set of unit M -i  intervals. The use of the notation UM(X ti)) implies x ~i) ~ ~"*. 
PROPERTY I1.9. [r,r'] is a unit M - i  interval iff r' > r, max(lM(r), 
lM(r')) = i, and r < s < r' implies lM(S ) > i. 
PROPERTY II.10. UM(X'tJ))c UM(X ~i)) iff j> / i  and x'tJ)=x~i)w ~j-i) for  
some w ~j-i) E ~/* .  Moreover when j >/i then UM(X ~*)) is the union of M j - i  
unit M - j  intervals which intersect only at endpoints. 
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PROPERTY II. 11. I f  s > r then there exists unique i such that M-  "+ ~) < 
s - r<~M -i. Moreover there exist w (i), x ~° such that rE  UM(W(i)), 
S E UM(X")), A(i) = ¢v(i) + uM-i ,  where u = 0 or u = 1 (i.e., r and s are either 
in the same, or in adjacent, unit M -t intervals). 
If x ~j) E J{*  and the interval 
R ~ [:?O), :?t J) + KM-J]  : U 
then the function dM.K(., X(J)): R ~ U is a linear one-to-one mapping onto U 
defined by 
dM,K(r, X 0~) = (r -- A~J))MJ/K, r E R. 
Any use of the notation dM,K(r, X (j)) implies x t J) E~¢'*  and rE  R as 
defined. When K = 1 the mapping is from UM(X ~j)) onto U and the notation 
dM(', X °~) may be used in place of dM, x(., x(J)). Any use of the notation 
dM(r , X 0)) implies x ¢j) E ~¢'* and rE UM(X(J)). 
PROPERTY II.12. S ---- dM(r, X ")) iff there exist x, x' such that ~ = r, 
~' = s, and x' = DM(X, i). I f  S = dM(r, X ")) then lM(S ) = max(lM(r ) -- i, 0). 
From Property II.5. 
PROPERTY II.13. s=dM(r ,x  "~) and xEX M & a representation of r 
( r=:? )  subject to the constraint that if r=ycti)(:~t) + M -i) then x is 
ultimately 0 (ultimately M-  1). Then s = :~', where x' = DM(X, i). 
PROPERTY 11.14. s = dN,K(t, Z ~i)) and f (s )  = g(s) Yt E [i "~, i ti) + KN- i ] .  
Then f= g. 
PROPERTY 11.15. 
~,) _ A~i) = +M- i .  
dM(r, x (i)) = O. 
I f  rE  UM(W (i)) and rE  UM(x (i)) and w (i) C x (i) then 
Moreover if ~(i) > k(i) then dM(r, w (i))= 1 and 
PROPERTY II. 16. I f  j= i+k  then dM(.,x ")) maps unit M - j  intervals 
onto unit M -k intervals linearly. I f  r E UM(x "~) then rM -k ~ UM(w°)), where 
w ~j) = Otk]x (i), and 
d~(rM -k, w C j)) = d~(r, x(i)). 
PROPERTY 11.17. I f  zEX  s and tEUs(z" ) )V i ,  then t=~ and t is 
rational iff {tiN(t, z<°)} is a finite set. 
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III. CONSISTENT SEQUENTIAL MACHINES 
Throughout this paper, ~ = (Y ,  JU,~?', ~, 7) is a sequential machine as 
defined in Section I. The symbols o and r shall always stand for states of the 
sequential machine under consideration (here ~).  
With any a there is naturally associated a sequential function F , :  
X N-~ X~;  if z ~ X N then x = F, (z )  ~ X~ is the output sequence that results 
when (7/ is started in state a and input sequence z is applied, i.e., x~;)= 
7(a, z ~;)) Vi. The use of the notation x = F,(z) ,  when cr ~ 5 ~ is a state of O, 
shall imply that z ~ X N and x ~ Xu.  Likewise the use of 6(a, z~)), x~)= 
7(o, z~)), or m = 7(a, n) shall imply that z~i) ~ ~/'*, x ~) ~ ~ '* ,  n ~ ~,  and 
m ~ ~' .  
PROPERTY III. 1. a E Y ,  x = F~(z) and r = 6(a, zCi)). Then DM(X, i) = 
F~(Du(z, i)). 
6~ is consistent iff Va the conditions x=F~(z) ,  x' =Fo(z ' ) ,  ~ =~'  imply 
A--A' .  Thus when ~ is consistent a function f~: U~ U is naturally defined, 
for each a, by r = f~(t) iff r = ~? and t = ,~, where x = Fo(z). J - (6~) is the set 
of all such functions associated with 6~: f~ E ~- (~) .  
The use of A = f~(~), when a is a state of ~', shall imply that x E X M and 
PROPERTY III.2. 0[ is consistent and x~°= 7(o, z(~)). Then t E UN(Z ~)) 
implies r E UM(Xti)), where r =fo( t )  (from Property II.8). 
Property II I.2 expresses the fundamental property of a function f~ 
calculated by a consistent sequential machine 6~; it maps unit N-~ intervals 
into unit M - i  intervals. That Property II I.2 is fundamental shall be seen in 
the fact that what amounts to its converse holds (Theorem III.4 below). 
THEOREM III. 1. 6~ is consistent, x ~i) = 7(a, z ti)) and r = 6(e, z~i)). Then 
for any t C UN(Z ~i)) 
dM(f,(t), X ~i)) =_ f~(dN(t, z¢O)), 
IM(f~(du(t, Z~i)) ) ) = max( lM(f ,(t ) ) -- i, 0). 
Proof  Take x C X M and z E Xlv so that fo ( t )= ~ @ UM(X ~i)) and t = z'. 
Let zt=ON(Z,i), X'~-DM(X,i)=F~(z t) (Property III.1). Now z"= 
dN(i, z ~i)) = du(t, z ~i)) and ~' = dM(A, x ~°) = d~(f~(t), x~)) (Property II.12). 
Since A '=f~( i ' ) ,  then dM(f~(t),xti))=f~(d~(t,z(i))) and, by this and 
Property II.12, lM(f,(du(t, Zti)))) = max(lM(f~(t)) -- i, 0). | 
THEOREM III.2. ~ is consistent, f . ( t )  =f~.,(t)Vt E [to, tl] c UN(z(;)), 
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r = fi(a, z")), r' = fi(a', z")). Then at least one of the following holds 
Vs ~ [du(t 0, z")), dN(t ~ , z(i))]: (i) f~(s) = f~,(s); (ii) f~(s) = 0; (iii) f~(s) = 1. 
Proof. Let x <i) = 7(0, z")), x '") = 7(a'z")); f~(t) E UM(x (i)) and fo,(t) E 
UM(x '")) (Property II1.2). If x" )=x '"~ then (i) holds (Theorem III.1). If 
:~,)>~,ti) then dM(f~(t),x"))=O VtE [t0,tl] (Property 11.15) so by 
Theorem III. 1 (ii) holds. Likewise if Ati) < A,,) then (iii) holds. II 
Eilenberg (1974, Chap. 13) showed that functions calculated by finite state 
consistent sequential machines are uniformly continuous. In fact it follows 
from Property 111.2 that the finite state assumption can be dropped and the 
matter of continuity can be expressed in terms of Lipschitz conditions: 
THEOREM III.3. I f  f maps unit N -i intervals into unit M -i intervals then, 
Vs, tEU,  
If(t) - f(s)l ~ b I t - s I a, 
where a = togNM and 
b= 2M, N > M 
= 1, N=M 
=0,  N <M. 
Proof. If N = M the Theorem follows from the fact that any interval in U 
is, except possibly for endpoints, the countable union of unit N -i intervals 
which intersect only at endpoints. 
In general take s > t and i such that N -"+1~ < s -  t<~N-i; by Property 
II.11 y~i), 7(i) exist such that t E UN(y"~), s E UN(z">), and ~") = ~i) + uN-i, 
where u = 0 or u = 1. Since unit N - i  intervals map into unit M - i  intervals 
If(t) --: f(s)l ~< 2M - i=  2MN -a~i+l) < 2Mlt - sl a. 
If N < M then a > 1, the derivative o f f  exists everywhere and is zero, so f i s  
constant valued. I 
The case M > N is thus of no practical interest here if ~ is the input 
alphabet and ~"  is the output alphabet. 
When 5 is consistent and f=fo  for some aEY  then f is called 
realizable (N, M) or just realizable, and (5, a) is called a realization (N, M) 
of f. If Y is finite, then f is called finitely realizable (N, M), and (5, a) is 
called afinite realization (N, M) off .  If it is said that (5, tr) is a realization 
off ,  then it is implied that 5 is consistent. 
The functions h o and h 1 are defined by ho(t ) = O, h~(t)= 1 Vt. Finite 
realizations (N, M) of both h 0 and h~ exist. 
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The complement of g/ is the sequential machine g /c= (Sa, jU ,~f ,  6, y,), 
where y'(tr, n) = M - 1 - 7(or, n) Vcr ~ 5 ~, Yn ~ ~U. 
PROPERTY III.3. g~ is consistent iff g/c is consistent. I f  f~ ~r (g / )  and 
g~ E ~-(g/~) then g~ = h ~ - f~. 
If (g/,tr) is a realization (N,M) o f f ,  then (g/,a) is a TypeO (Type 1) 
realization (N, M) of f iff when x = F~(z), f~(UN(Zti))) = r, lM(r ) = i, then 
x=x~i)O000 .... i.e., 2__2(i)----r (x----xti)(M - 1)(M--  I ) (M- -  1)(M--  1) .... 
i.e., 2 = 2 <~) + M -~ = r). 
PROPERTY III.4. I f  f=  ho(h 0 then only Type 0 (Type 1) realizations o f f  
exist. A realization (N,M) o f f  is both TypeO and Type 1 ¢~ f is not equal to 
a constant of M-ary length i on any unit N -i interval. (g/, tr) is a Type 0 
realization o f f  ¢~ (g/c, tr) is a Type 1 realization of h I - f 
Let the sequential machine 0/oo & (~A/-,, o4~, ~, ,  ~ ,  7oo), with ~°°(z~i), n) = 
z(~)n Yz ~) E ~/-*. Every state of g/oo is thus reachable from the state 2. If g/~ 
is consistent then (g/oo, 2) is called a direct infinite realization of fa .  
PROPERTY III.5. I f  f is realizable (N, M) then there exists a direct 
infinite realization ((;7/°°,)!,) of f  
The following is inter alia a converse of a sort of Property III.2. 
THEOREM 111.4. I f  f maps unit N -i intervals into unit M -i intervals then 
there exists a direct infinite realization (N, M) o f f  I f  f ¢ h o and f --/= h I then 
both Type 0 and Type 1 direct infinite realizations exist. 
Proof By Property Ili.4 it is only necessary to show that i f f  maps unit 
N_ i intervals into unit M - i  intervals andf  4: h 1 then a Type 0 direct infinite 
realization (N, M) exists. 
Vz~i) c J  ~*, define 7 J ( zC° )~ i  "* recursively as follows. 7t (2)=2.  If 
7"(zCi))=x ") and f(UN(Zm))C UM(X ")) (certainly true if i=0) ,  and if 
z"+l)=z~i)n, then !Y(z ~i+l)) is to be defined. Either (i) f(Uu(Z~i+l))) is a 
subset of a unique UM(Xti+I))cUM(Xti)), where x~i+I)=xti)m, or (ii) 
f(Uu(zti+ 1))) = r, where lu(r ) = i + 1, i.e., r = 2 ti+ 1), where x ~i+ 1) = xCi)m. In 
either case take ~Y(z ~i+ 1)) = x~i+ l) 
7 j as defined has the property that f(UN(Zti)))~ Uu(xti)), where xti J= 
~(zU)), Yz ti) ~ J{*. Moreover if f(Uu(z~O)) = r, where lu(r ) = i, then 2 ") = r 
(by construction and the fact f4 :  hi). 
Let 6l '00 = (X* ,  JU, J r ,  6 ~°, yoo) as above and define 7 °° by 7°°(zti), n) = m, 
where ~e(z")n) = x")m. 
If g/oo is started in state 2 and input sequence z E X u is applied then the 
output sequence is x E X M, where xU)= ~(z ~;)) ¥i. Since If(~.)-2"~l <. 
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M-iV i ,  2=f(z ' )  (Property II.1) and (O/~°,2) is a Type0 direct infinite 
realization (N, M) off. II 
THEOREM Ill.5. 
n E JU. Then 
Proof. 
is consistent and e has successor states e n = c~(e, n), 
1 N-1  
L(1) -L (0 )=~ ~ [L , (1) - f~,(0)]  • 
n=0 
For any t in the unit N -1 interval [n/N, (n + 1)/N], nE~4/~, 
d~(fa(t), y(a, n))= f~,(dN(t, n)) 
(Theorem III. 1). Thus by definition of d M 
(f~(n/N) -- y(e, n)/M)M = f~.(O), 
(by setting t = n/N) and 
n=0,  1,..., N--  1 
(f~((n + 1)/N) -- y(o, n)/M)M = f~,(1), n = 0, 1 ..... N--  1 
(by setting t= (n + 1)/N). Combining these 2N relations the Theorem 
follows. II 
IV. FINITE STATES 
PROPERTY IV.1. I f  f (U)=r ,  where r is rational, then f is finitely 
realizable (N, M) (follows by construction). 
PROPERTY IV.2 (Eilenberg, Chap. 13). ~ is consistent and Y is finite. 
I f  t is rational then fa(t) is rational. 
THEOREM IV. 1. k > 1. I f  f is (finitely) realizable (N, M) then f is 
(finitely) realizable (N k, Mk). I f  f is (finitely) realizable (N k, M k) then Ml -k f  
is (finitely) realizable (N, M). 
Proof. By construction, which for the first part of the Theorem is 
obvious. For the second part the construction is described here in state graph 
language, and illustrated for the case N = M = 2, k = 3, in Figs. la-d. 
Start with a realization (N k, M k) such that the starting state has no arrows 
leading into it (Fig. la); i tmay be necessary to supplement the state graph 
with one state. Then modify the realization (N ~, M k) so that output symbols 
on arrows leading into any one state differ only by 0 or an integer multiple 
of M k- 1 (thus these output symbols have M-ary representations that are 
identical except possibly in the first place), while the machine still realizes 
(N k, M k) the function f (Fig. lb). Next modify the machine by changing only 
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output symbols so that the function M~-kf  is realized (N k, M k) instead. The 
result is that the output symbols on arrows leading out of any state, if 
written in M-ary rather than Mk-ary notation, differ only in the last place 
(Fig. lc). A realization (N, M) may then be constructed by replacing each 
state with a k-level "tree" of states (Fig. ld). 1 
THEOREM IV.2. l f  f is finitely realizable (N, M) and f ¢ h~ ( f¢  h0) then 
a Type 0 (Type 1)finite realization (N, M)  exists. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the Theorem for the case where f4 :  h l 
(Property III.4). 
Let (6g, a) be a finite realization of f =f~ 4= hi. If fo(UN(Z(i))) = r and 
IM(r ) = i, then if i ---- 0 only Type 0 realizations exist (Property Il l .4) and if 
i > 0 let r = 6(cr, z(i)), x "~ = mlm 2 ... m i = y(a, z(i)). Either (i) 2 o.) = r and 
FT(y )=OOOO. . .VyCX N or (ii) Yc ( i )=r -M -z, m i<M-1 ,  F , (y )= 
(M- -  )(M - 1)(M--  1)(M -- 1)... Vy C X N. If (ii) modify 6~ by creating (if 
one does not already exist) a state r' such that F, , (y)  = 0000... Yy E X N. For 
the state a' = 6(0, z"-~)), modify 6 and y by setting 6(o', n) = r' instead of r, 
and y(tr', n) = m t + 1 instead of m i, where z (i) = z ¢i- 1) n. I 
If T is a closed set then the endpoints of T are its minimum and maximum 
members. The following is a converse, of a sort, of Property IV.2. 
THEOREM IV.3. f is finitely realizable (N, M), r is rational and 
T = {t: t ~ UN(Z(i)), f ( t )  = r}. 
Then, if T is not empty, it has rational endpoints. 
Proof. Let 6g, a) be a finite realization (N, M) o f f  =f~.  Let s be an 
endpoint of T, with representation z =z" )y  E XN; S C UN(Z ¢j)) Yj. Let r~ = 
fi(cr, z C j)) and x (J') = y(cr, z(J)); r ~ UM(X (])) gj. Define 
T~ = {t: f~j(t) = dM(r, x(J))}. 
Y and {dM(r, x(J))} are finite sets (Property II.17), so {Tj} is a finite set. 
For any t E UN(z~J)), fTj(dN(t, z(J))) = dM(fo(t), X (j)) (Theorem III.1), so 
dN(S, z ~J)) is an endpoint of Tj Yj ) i. Since {dN(S, z~J))} is then a finite set, s 
is rational (Property II.17). I 
A set ~' of functions is called complete (N, M, g) iff every member of ~' 
maps U-4 U, g E ~', and for each z ti) E d/~* there exist x °) ~ Jg ' *  and 
g' E ~ such that g(UN(Z"))) c UM(X ¢i)) and 
dM( g(t), X (i)) = g' (dN(t, z")) ) Y t E UN(Z(i)). 
is called complete (N, M) iff ~' is complete (N, M, g) Yg C ~.  
643/48/2-5 
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n/n 
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{t + 318 0 ~ t < 518 
5 < n" ~ 7 
LjJ 
b 
FIG. 1 (a) Realization (8, 8) off, =f. (b) Modified realization (8, 8) off. 
PROPERTY IV.3. I f  a set of functions ~ is complete (N, M, g) then g is 
realizable (N, M) (from Theorem III.4). 
PROPERTY IV.4. I f  6~ is consistent then j r (~)  is complete (N, M) (from 
Property III.2 and Theorem III.1). 
THEOREM IV.4. f is finitely realizable (N, M) <=> there exists a finite set 
of functions ~ that is complete (N, M, f) .  
Proof. (=>) From Property IV.4. 
(~=) Let O°°= (Jr'*,~f,~¢',6°°,? ~)be a direct infinite realization of 
f l=fa (TheoremIII.4) and let ~'=~U{ho,  hl}, a finite set. The proof 
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o/o 1/o o/o 1/o o/1 1/1 o/1 1/1 
FIe;. 1 (c) Realization (8, 8) of 2-~. (d) Replaces tate r. 
consists in showing that for each t7 = z ti) E JU* there exists g E ~" such that 
fo = g and thus the direct infinite realization can be reduced to one having 
~<lff'[ states by combining states. 
If  a=z ~° E~C* and 7~°(2, z ~°) =x  ~° ~r*  then t~ UN(Z(i))~f(t)= 
f~(t) ~ UM(X ti)) (Property I I I .2) and 
dM(f(t),x {i)) = fo(dN(t, z('))) 
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(Theorem III. 1). By hypothesis there exists w <i) C ~g'* and g E ~" such that 
- (i)~ t E UN(z "~) ~f ( t )  E UM[w j and 
dM(f(t), w (i)) = g(dN(t, z"))). 
If w" )=x ") then f , :  g (Property II.14); if w(~):/:x ") then (Property 
II.15) either ~?(i)> ~(~) and f~=ho or ~")< rb (~) and f ,=  h~. In any case 
f,, E if'. I 
One note of caution regarding application of Property IV.3 or Theorem 
IV.4 is that a test for completeness must involve all z <;) E ~*  except z") = 2. 
It would be fallacious to demonstrate r alizability by applying the concept of 
completeness for "sufficiently large" i. For example the function 
f (t)  = 0, 0 ~< t < 1/4 
= t - 1/4, 1/4 ~< t ~< 1, 
which is not realizable (2, 2), satisfies the conditions for completeness (2, 2) 
when i > 1, but not when i = 1. 
However, if it is known that the function being tested is realizable, then 
finite realizability may be decided by considering only "sufficiently large" i. 
V. UNIQUENESS 
If (5, or) is a realization o f f=f , ,  thenf is  uniquely realized by (5, or) iff 
f ,  = fT implies F ,  = F T . 
A function f that  is realizable (N, M) is uniquely realizable (N, M) i f f f i s  
uniquely realized by any realization (5, or). 
THEOREM V.1. I f  (5, or) is a realization o f f=f ,  and f is not uniquely 
realized by (5, or), then (i) there exists Us(ztg)), where i>/1, such that 
f(U~(z"))) = r, where lM(r) = i, and (ii) h0 C ~'-(5) and hi ~ J'~-(5). 
Proof. Suppose f,, = fT but F ,  :~ F T. Take x = F,(z), w = F~(z), ~ = r~, 
x 4= w. Since 1 ~< IM(~ ) < O0 take without loss of generality 
X = x( i -1 )m(M - 1) (M- -  1 ) (M- -  1 ) (M- -  1) .... 
W : X(i-1)(m q- 1)0000 .... 
where i=IM(X )>0 and 0~<m<M--1 .  fo(UN(Z~i)))CUM(X ¢i)) and 
fT( Uu(z<i)) ) ~ UM(W ~i)) (Property III.2), hence f , (  Uu(z~°) ) = .;c. 
Let 6' : 6(a, z~i)), r' = 6(r, z~°). Clearly fo, : h 1 and fT, = ho 
(Theorem III. 1). 1 
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o/1 l/o 
OlO 
t/1 
~"~ o/o 
1/2 L o  
N=M=2 N=M=3 
Machines with binary and ternary alphabets realize same function. 
THEOREM V.2. f is realizable (N, M). Then f is uniquely realizable 
(N, M)¢:> when f(UN(ZCi)))= r for i >~ 1, then either lM(r ) = oo or lM(r ) < i. 
Proof. Let (6~, or) realize f = fo. 
(=>) If i~>l and f(UN(Z(O))=r, where i<~lM(r )<~,  let j=l•(r) ,  
UN(Z (j)) ~ UN(Z(i)), and r= fi(tr, z(J)). Since IM(fT(t))=0 Vt (Theorem II1.1) 
either fT = h 0 orf~ = h 1 . If (5, a) is a Type 0 realization of f thenf~ = h0, if 
Type l, f~ = hi. Since realization of both types exist (Theorem III.4), f is not 
uniquely realizable (N, M). 
(~) Follows from Theorem Yd. II 
A crucial point in this treatment of unique realizability is that in all cases 
it is assumed that the input and output alphabets are given. For example, i f f  
is realizable (N, M) then by Theorem IV. 1 it is realizable (N k, Mg), k > 1. As 
another example, Fig. 2 shows state graphs of two machines which both 
realize the function defined by f ( t )=  t/2; hence that function is realizable 
(2, 2) and realizable (3, 3). Theorem V.2 shows that the function is also 
uniquely realizable (2, 2) and uniquely realizable (3, 3). 
VI. REALIZABILITY 
If T is a closed set with endpoints to, tl, to ~< tl, then the N-ary length of T 
is defined as 
IN(T)= min [lN(t)]. 
to<t  <~ t l 
Note that the length of T can be equal to that of points not in T. 
PROPERTY VI. 1. I f  T is a closed set then IN(T ) > i iff T is in the interior 
of some unit N -i interval (Property I1.9). 
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A closed set T with endpoints to, tl, to ~< tl, is a local maximum of f  iff 
f (T)  is a single point and there exists an interval [t0, t~] D [to, t~], where 
t0>0 implies t~<t  o and t l< l  implies t~>t  1, such that f(t)<, 
f(to) Vt E [t o, t'l]. A local minimum of f is defined similarly; in either case T 
is a local extremum off. If Tis a single point {t} then it may be said that t is 
a local extremum of f  
PROPERTY VI.2. I f  T is a closed set such that f (T)  = 0 (f(T) = 1) then 
T is a local minimum (local maximum) o f f  I f  T is a local minimum (local 
maximum) o f f  then every dosed subset of T is a local minimum (local 
maximum) of fl 
The following is the fundamental realizability Theorem. 
THEOREM VI.1. f is realizable (N, M)~ ( i ) f  is continuous and (ii) when 
T is a closed set such thatf(T) is a singlepoint {r} and lN(T ) > lM(r ), then T 
is a local extremum of f  
Proof (=>) Let (5, a) realize f = f~; thus f is continuous (Property Ill.2 
and Theorem Ill.3). Let T be a closed set such that f (T )=r ,  
IN(T ) > lM(r ) = i. T is in the interior of some UN(Z ~i)) (Property VI.1). Since 
f(UN(Za))) C UM(Xti)), and one of the endpoints of UM(X ti)) is r (Property 
II.9), T is a local extremum of f  
(<::) If f is continuous but not realizable (N, M) then there exists a 
UN(Z(i)), i > 0, that does not map under f into a unit M- i  interval (Theorem 
111.4). Thus there exists x a) E ~/*, s, t E UN(Z ¢°) such that f(s) > 2 ~i) and 
f(t)  < 2ti), and as a consequence there exists a closed set T, interior to the 
closed interval bounded by s and t (so by Property VI. 1 IN(T ) > i), such that 
f(T) ___ ~(i) but T is not a local extremum offi Since IM(YC (i)) <, i, the Theorem 
follows. 1 
COROLLARY VI. 1.1. f is realizable (N, M), N' is an integer multiple of 
N, and M is an integer multiple of M'. Then f is realizable (N',M') 
(Property II.4). 
Theorem VI.2 will often be easier be easier to apply than Theorem VI.1. 
One requires the preliminary 
LEMMA VI.2.1. f is continuous and the inverse image of {r} 
S(r) A__ {t: f (t)  = r} 
is the union of a finite number of disjoint closed intervals {Tk(r)}. tl >/to and 
f ( to )=f ( tx )=r .  I f  every Tk(r)c[to, tx] is a local extremum of f ,  then 
[to, tl] is a local extremum of f  
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Proof. Let 
g- ~= {Tk(r): Tk(r) = [t o, tl]}. 
First assume g" empty, t o ~ Tj(r), t 1 E Tj,(r), where Tj(r) has lower 
endpoint s o and Tj,(r) has upper endpoint s'~. One of three hold: (i) t o > s o 
and t~ < s t ; (ii) t o = s o ; (iii) tl = s t . If (i) then [to, tx] is a local extremum. If
(ii) then j=  j ' ,  tl < st, and [t o, tl] is a local extremum. Likewise if (iii). 
Now assume g" is not empty. Then either every Tk(r ) E g- is a local 
maximum or every Tk(r ) E g- is a local minimum. Assume the former 
without loss of generality. Clearly f ( t )  <~ r Yt E [t o, t 1]. If t o > 0 then there 
exists t~ < t o such that f ( t )  <~ r for t~ < t < t o and if tl < 1 there exists t~ > t 1 
such that f ( t )  ~ r for t~ < t < t~. | 
THEOREM VI.2. f is continuous and each inverse image set 
S(r) A= {t: f ( t )  = r} 
is either empty or the union of a finite number of disjoint closed intervals 
{Tk(r)}. Then f is realizable (N, M) ~ ¥r, YTk(r ) c S(r), lN(Tk(r)) > IM(r) 
implies Tk(r ) is a local extremum off. 
Proof. (=~) From Theorem VI.1. 
(<=) I f f  is not realizable (N, M) then (Theorem VI. 1) let T be a set such 
that f (T )  = r, IN(T ) > lM(r) and T is not a local extremum of f. If the 
endpoints of T are to, t I then lN([t o, t l ] )=  IN(T) and [to, tl] is not a local 
extremum of f  (Property VI.2), so by Lemma VI.2.1 there exists a Tg(r) 
[t o, tl] that is not a local extremum of f and IN(Tk(r))>~ ls[to, tl]. l 
VII. COMPOSITE FUNCTIONS 
f is a composite of the functions {f l , f2  ..... arK}, with breakpoints T= 
{tl ,  t2 ..... tK_ l}  , i f fK  ~ 2, 0=t  o < tl < t2 < "'" tK-1 < tK= 1, andf ( t )=fk ( t  ) 
for t k_ ~ <~ t <<. tk, where 1 ~< k ~< K. The definition implies fk(tk) = fk+ ~(t~), 
k = 1, 2 ..... K - -  1. 
THEOREM VII. 1. ~ is consistent, K >/2, 0-1,02 . . . . .  0"K E Y ,  and f is a 
composite of the functions {f l , f2  ..... fr},  where fk=f~k,  with breakpoints 
T= {t 1, t2,..., tg_l} (thus f is continuous). Then 
(i) I fg  ---- {f(tl), f(t2) ..... f ( tK_l)  } thenf i s  realizable (N, M) ¢~ when S 
is a closed set such tha t f (S )  = r ~ R and lN(S ) > lM(r ), then S is a local 
extremum off. 
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(ii) l f  f is realizable (N, 34), J is finite, and the breakpoints in T are 
rational, then f is finitely realizable (N, M). 
Proof (i) (=>) From Theorem VI. I. 
(~) By Theorem VI.1 and Properties VI.1 and VI.2. Let S be a closed 
set such that f (S )= r q~ R, with endpoints t0, t 1, and such that lu(S)> 
lM(r)=i. [t0,tl] is interior to some UN(z (i~) and neither t o not t 1 is a 
breakpoint. 
Let S' = {t: to <<. t<. tl, f ( t )=  r} c [to, tl] , so ScS '  and lx(S ) = ls(S' ). If 
there are no breakpoints in [to, tl] then S', and hence S, are local extrema of 
some fk and o f f  If there are breakpoints in [t 0, tl], let them be T '= {tj, 
tj+ 1,..., tj,}, where j '  ~>j. Since T' ~ S' = O then either f (t)  > r Yt E T' or 
f(t) < r Yt E T'; otherwise there would exist a subset of S', not a local 
extremum of some fk, contradicting the realizability (N, M) offk. If f (t) > r 
VtE T' then each set S'V3 [t~_l, t~] is, by the realizability of fk ,  a local 
minimum offk and f, so S' and hence S are local minima o f f  Likewise if 
f(t) < r Vt ~ T'. 
(ii) Define the finite set of functions 9 '  = {h 0, hi} UJ-(6~). Define 
Y '= {z :zCXN,~ET } 
Y= {y: y=DN(Z, i ) , zC  Y'} 
T '= {t: t = •, yE  Y, t4 :O , t~ 1}. 
Y', Y and T' are finite sets (Property I1.6). Let f f  be the finite set of 
functions 9 '  U if", where i f "  is the set of all functions that are composites 
of functions in 9 '  with breakpoints in T'. 
Let 6~'= (Y ' ,  JU,~¢', of', 7') realize f If t E UN(Z (i)) then (Theorem III.i) 
dM(f(t), x (i)) = f,(dN(t, Z(i)) ) 
for some r E J ' ,  x ~i) C ~?'*. Sincef~ E ff  (Property 11.12 and Theorem 111.2 
applied to ~ U 6~'), then f is finitely realizable (Theorem IV.4). l 
VIII .  MONOTONE FUNCTIONS 
f is montone increasing (monotone decreasing) on an interval T i f f  t, 
t 'ET ,  t '>t  imply f ( t ' )>(<) f ( t ) ;  f is monotone on T i f f f  is either 
monotone increasing on T or monotone decreasing on T. Thus the term 
"monotone" here is equivalent to the term "strictly monotone." If T is not 
specified it is implied T= U. 
The abbreviations ,,m.i." and "m.d." will be used for "monotone 
increasing" and "monotone decreasing," respectively. 
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Montone functions are common as variable transformations on account of 
their invertibility. 
PROPERTY VIII.1. I f  f is monotone then f possesses local extrema t, and 
only at, t= 0 and t = 1. I f  f is monotone on an open interval T then f has no 
local extrema in T. 
PROPERTY VIII.2. A continuous f is m.i. (m.d.) on an interval T iff for 
every UN(z(i)) = [to, tl] c T,f( t l )  > (<)f(to) .  
PROPERTY VIII.3. I f  f is monotone then f is real&able (N, 34)¢~f is 
continuous and lN(t ) <~ lM(f(t)) Yt (by Theorem VI. 1 and Property VIII. 1). 
PROPERTY VIII.4. I f  f is monotone and realizable (N, M) then f is 
uniquely realizable (N, M) (by Theorem V.2). 
PROPERTY VIII.5. 6~ is consistent. Then f ,  is m.i. (m.d.) on an interval 
T¢> YUN(Z (i)) ~ T, f ,  is m.i. (m.d.), where r = 6(a, z (i)) ~ VUN(Z (i)) ~ T, 
f~,(1) > (<)f~,(0)  VV'E Y ' ,  where Y '  ~Y  is the set of states reachable 
from r = fi(~r, z")). From Theorem III.1 and Property VIII.2. 
f increases (sustains, suppresses, decreases) to the right of t i f f  there exists 
an interval T= (t, t'] such that f (s )  > (>/, ~<, <) f(t) for s E T. The obvious 
definition holds for such behavior to the left of t. Note "increase" implies 
"sustain," "decrease" implies "suppress." 
LEMMA VIII. 1.1. 6~ is consistent, z E X N and x = F~(z) is ultimately 0
(ultimately M- -  1). I f  z is not ultimately 0 then f ,  sustains (suppresses) to 
the left of k. I f  z is not ultimately N-  1, then f ,  sustains (suppresses) to the 
right of i. 
Proof Let x = x")O000 .... x ") = 7(a, z(i)), and assume z is not ultimately 
0. Define z' = z(i)o000 . . . .  Since d' < d let T= [d', d) c UN(Z")). If t E Tthen 
r = f , ( t )E  UM(X ")) (Property III.2); since A = f,(z') is the lower endpoint of 
UM(X ")) then f~(t) >1 f~(d). 
The other cases of the Lemma are proved mutatis mutandis, l 
THEOREM VIII.1. ~ is consistent. Then f~ is m.i. (m.d.)<:~f~ is not 
constant valued on any interval and z E X N, x = F~(z), lM(A ) < oO imply that 
lN(i ) ~ lM(~ ) and z is ultimately 0 iff x is ultimately 0 (ultimately M- -  1). 
Proof. It suffices to treat the m.i. case only. 
(=>) lN(~ ) ~ lM(A ) by Property VIII.3. If x is not ultimately 0 then x is 
ultimately M- -  1. Also, z is ultimately N-  1, by Lemma VIII.I.1. 
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If x is ultimately 0, then z is ultimately 0, again by Lemma VIII. 1.1. 
(<::) Since f~ is continuous and not constant valued on any interval the 
set 
T = {t: l~(f~(t)) < oo } 
is dense in U. 
If t E T and t < 1 then t has an ultimately 0 representation z E X s and x = 
F,(z)  is ultimately 0. Thus f ,  systains to the right of t (Lemma VIII.I.1). 
Indeed f ,  increases to the right of t since if t' > t and f ( t ' )  = f ( t )  then t' E T 
and f ,  suppresses to the left of t' (by the same reasoning that showed f ,  
sustains to the right of t) and the consequence is that f ,  is constant valued on 
some interval. 
By the same sort of reasoning, if t E T and t > 0 then f~ decreases to the 
left of t. The Theorem follows by routine reasoning, l 
THEOREM VIII.2. ~ is consistent, N > M, and f~ is monotone on some 
interval. Then Y is an infinite set. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the Theorem as it relates to the m.i. case. 
By Property VIII.5, r exists such thatfT,(1 ) > f,,(O) Yr' E Y ' ,  where Y '  
is the set of states reachable from r. 
Let r' E Y '  have successor states rn = fi(~', n), n E JU; fT,(l) - f~,(0) > 0 
Vn C~/' .  By Theorem III.5 there exists n E~/  such that f~, (1) - f~, (0)  >
f~,(1) - f~,(0) ,  so Y '  contains an infinite set, since there are an infinity of 
values assumed by f~. (1 ) - f~ . (0 )  for r" E Y ' .  ] 
Thus f can be finitely realizable (N, M) and monotone on some interval 
only if N = M. 
There exists a class monotone functions which are both of conventional 
interest and machine realizable. If f is monotone and continuous and, 
whenever  = f (t) ,  then 
K 
t = ~ ajrJ~ 
y=0 
where the aj are integers, then it follows from Properties II.3 and VIII.3 that 
f is realizable (M K, M) for any M/> 2. It is possible to relax somewhat the 
condition that the aj be integers; that is done in Section X for the case K = I 
and in Section XII  for the case K >/ 1. However, in both Sections X and XII  
the basic point of view taken involves characterizing realizable classes of 
functions in terms of interpolation properties rather than in terms of 
conditions on coefficients. 
When K > 1 a realization (M K, M) of such anf i s  an infinite state machine 
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(Theorem VIII.2). Perhaps the most familiar case is where K=2,  
a0 = al = 0, a2 = 1, i.e., f ( t )  = x/t. The machine in question realizes the old 
grammar school method of calculating the square root. In practice, that 
method is rarely used on a computer; the SQRT function in FORTRAN 
uses Newton's method. Moreover Newton's method would normally be best 
for finding one real root of a more general polynomial, when that root is 
known to lie in a given interval in which the polynomial is monotone. 
However, the fact that it would be at least feasible to implement he 
grammar school square root algorithm on a computer, realizing the function 
of an infinite state machine through ~ome finite number of steps 
(corresponding to the precision desired), shows that infinite state machines 
should not be excluded from the study of consistent sequential machines. 
Moreover there could be cases where, e.g., the grammar school method of 
computing the square root would be advantageous in comparison with other 
methods, e.g., when the most significant few bits are desired in a time shorter 
than that achievable by Newton's method. 
IX .  INVERTIBILITY 
f is invertible in the ordinary sense iff it is monotone. An ordinary inverse 
off ,  say g, has the property that g(f(t))  = t Yt. On the other hand it is said 
that f is invertible (M',N, k) iff there exists consistent 6g'= (Y ' ,~?" ,  
JU, 3', ~'), ae C Y '  and k such that t = N~f~(f(t)) Yt. The factor N k in effect 
permits a delay in the output of the machine realizing the inverse, fo is then 
called a machine inverse of f  or an inverse (M', N, k) off ,  f is said to be 
machine invertible or invertible (M',N, k) and it is implied that f is 
monotone. If Y '  is finite then the terms finite machine inverse and finitely 
invertible (M', N, k) apply. As an example, if 
f ( t )  = t/2, 0 ~< t < 1/2 
=t ,  1/2~<t~< 1 
then the inverse (2, 2, 1) is realized by the machine whose state graph is 
shown in Fig. 3, and which realizes the function 
f~(r) = r, 0 <~ r <~ 1/4 
= 1/4, 1/4 < r < 1/2 
= r/2, 1/2 ~< r ~ 1. 
Any discontinuity of a monotone function f is a jump discontinuity (e.g., 
Apostol, 1957, p. 78). 
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FIG. 3. Machine realizes inverse (2, 2, 1). 
Thus both 
f ( t - )A=l~[f(s)]  and f ( t+)~l~[ f (s ) ]  
exist, t is a point of continuity i f f f ( t )  = f ( t - )  = f ( t  +). Designate by R:(t) the 
closed interval bounded by f ( t - )  and f ( t+);  thus f(t)ER:(t). Such a 
monotone f is termed adjusted (M) iff lM(f(t))= lM(R:(t))Vt. An ordinary 
inverse or a machine inverse o f f  is termed standard iff it is constant valued 
on any R:(t). 
PROPERTY IX.1. I f  f is monotone and continuous then {f(t)} = R:(t) Vt, 
f is adjusted (M), and any ordinary inverse or machine inverse o f f  is 
standard. 
PROPERTY IX.2. f and f '  are monotone and equal valued at all points of 
continuity. Then any standard (ordinary or machine) inverse o f f  is a 
standard (ordinary or machine respectively) inverse off ' .  
PROPERTY IX.3. I f  a machine inverse (M', N, k) o f f  exists, then a 
standard machine inverse (M', N, k) o f f  exists (Theorem VI. I). 
THEOREM IX. 1. 
(M ~, N, k) ¢> 
f is monotone and adjusted (M). Then f is invertible 
lMOf(t)) k ~ lN(t ) 
K 
Vt~E (0, 1). 
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Proof Let M' = M ~, ~¢" = ~¢,K. 
(=>) Let ~ '=(Y ' ,~c" , JU ,  6',?') be such that for some aEY ' ,  
f~(f(t)) = tN -k Yt. If t C (0, 1) then there exists S c Ri(t ) such that f~(S)= 
tN -k, the endpoints of S and Rl(t ) coincide, and S is not a local extremum 
off~. Thus IM,(S)= IM,(Ri(t)) <, lN(tN -~) (Theorem VI.1). Since lu(tN-k)= 
Iu(t ) + k and lM,(Ry(t)) >/IM(Ry(t))/K = lM(f(t))/K (Property II.3) the 
Theorem follows. 
(~) A continuous function g exists that is a standard ordinary inverse of 
f, i.e., g(f ( t ) )= t Vt, and takes on constant values of 0 and 1 on intervals 
that are not in the range o f f  If S is a closed set such that g(S) = t, and such 
that S is not a local extremum of g, then the endpoints of S coincide with 
Rs(t ) for some t ~ (0, 1) so by Property II.3 
IM,(S ) = lM,(Rf(t)) <~ IM(Rf(t))/K + (K -- 1)/1<2 
(Property 11.3) so by the hypotheses 
IM,(S ) <~ lN(t ) + k = IN(tN -k) 
and the Theorem follows from Theorem VI. 1. II 
Property VIII.3 shows that when f(t)  = t/2 Yt then f is realizable (2, 2) 
and realizable (3, 3) (Fig. 2) but Theorem IX.1 shows that f is invertible 
(2, 2, 1) but not invertible (3, 3, k) for any k. 
THEOREM IX.2. 0[ is consistent, M = N, and fo is invertible (M, N, k ). I f  
r is reachable from a, thenf~ is invertible (M,N, k). 
Proof Let r=~(a ,z  ")) and let t be in the interior of UN(Z")). By 
Theorem IX. 1 
lM(fo(t)) - -  k <~ lN(t ). 
Since dN(t,z(i))@ (0, 1) then l~v(dx(t,z")))= lN(t)--i (Property I1.12) and 
lM(f,(du(t, z(i)))) = IM(f~(t)) -- i (Theorem III.1 and Property VIII.5) so 
lM(f ~(du(t, z(i)) ) ) - -  k 4 lN(du(t, z(i)) ) 
and the Theorem follows from Theorem IX.1. II 
The assumption M-~ N is necessary in Theorem IX.2, as can be shown by 
example. The state graph of Fig. 4 shows three states of a realization (4, 2) 
of the function defined by f ( t )=  f, ,(t)= t, so clearly the state r realizes the 
function defined by f~(t) = t/2 (e.g., f~(0) = 0, f~(1) = 1/2). f~ is invertible 
(4, 4, 0) but f ,  is not invertible (4, 4, 0), as can be deduced from Theorem 
III.3. 
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0/0 /~3/1  
FIG. 4. Realization (4, 2) off(t) =f~(t) = t. 
THEOREM IX.3. ~ is consistent and f~ & monotone. Then f~ is invertible 
(M r, N, k) ~ the conditions r = fi(a, z(i)), lM(f~(O)) > Kk  + (K -- 1)i imply 
z ti) = 0 [iJ (alternatively, the conditions r = fi(a, z(i)), lu(f~(1)) > 
Kk + (K -- 1)i imply z (i) = (N-  1)til). 
Proof Noting f~ is adjusted (M), Theorem IX.l is employed for the 
proof. 
(::>) If lM(f~(O)) > Kk  + (K - I)i define z = z(i)0000... E X N. Since 
lM(f~(O)) > 0, lM(f~(0))= lMQf,(~)) - - i  (Theorem III.1) so lM(f,(k)) > 
K(k + i) >/K(k + lN(5)), which can only be the case if ~ q~ (0, 1). Thus :/(i) _- 
0 [i]. The alternative form is proved the same way. 
(~) Take t E (0, 1), lN(t ) = i > 0, t = 2, where z E X N is ultimately 0, i.e., 
z = z(i)0000 .... Since z (i) --/= 0 ti], then lM(fT(O)) ~ Kk  + (K - 1)i. By Theorem 
III.1 lM(f~(O)) >~ lM(f~(t)) -- i, SO lM(f,(t))/K <<. k + i. The alternative form is 
proved the same way. II 
The relevance of Theorem IX.3 may not be clear for the reason that the 
subject of synthesis of consistent sequential machines is substantially not 
treated here. However, in certain synthesis methods there is a focus onfo(0) 
and fo(1 ), or F~(0000...) and F~((N--  1)(N-  1) (N-  1) (N-  1)...), for each 
a ~ S ~. In such a context Theorem IX.3 becomes relevant. 
It is now shown that a function that is realizable (M, M) and invertible 
(M, M, k) is finitely realizable (M, M) iff it is finitely invertible (M, M, k). It 
suffices to prove this only for m.i. functions. Several preliminary definitions 
and Lemmas are necessary. 
A function f is conditionally monotone increasing (c.m.i.) with 
monotonicity limits (m.1.) to, t I iff 
(i) f i s  continuous; 
(ii) t o < t I andf i s  m.i. on [t 0, tl]; 
(iii) t E [0, to) impliesf(t) =f(t0); t E (ti, 1] impliesf(t) =f( t l ) .  
PROPERTY IX.4. f & continuous and m.i. iff f & c.m.i, with m.l. 0,1. 
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PROPERTY IX.5. I f  f is c.m.i, with m.l. t o, t~ then every closed subset of 
[0, to] is a local minimum of f  and every closed subset of [t~, 1] is a local 
maximum off. 
I f f  is c.m.i, with m.1. t o, t I then designate the range of f by [r o, rl], i.e., 
r o = f (0 )  = f(to), r 1 = f (1 )  = f ( t  0 > r o. Define 
f - l ( r )=t  o, rE [O, ro] 
-- t, r E (r o, rl), where r =f ( t )  
= t 1, r E [r 1, 1]. 
The use of the notation f -  ~ implies f is c.m.i. 
PROPERTY IX.6. I f  f and f -~ are as defined then f -~ is c.m.i, with m.l. 
ro, r 1 and range [to, tl]. (f-~)-i __f. 
PROPERTY IX.7. I f  f and f -~ are as defined then f - l ( f ( t ) )= t iff 
tE  [to, ti] and f ( f - l ( r ) )=r  if_]" rE [ro,rl] .  I f  T is an interval and 
T~ [t o, tl] ~ 0,  thenf- l ( f (T))  c T. 
LEMMA IX.4.1. f is continuous and m.i. (and thus c.m.i.). Then f is 
(finitely) invertible (M', N, k)¢> N-kf  -1 is (finitely) realizable (M', N). 
Proof. It suffices to show that i f f  is (finitely) invertible (M', iV, k) then 
N-~f -  1 is (finitely) realizable (M', N). The m.1. o f f  are 0, 1; let the range of 
fbe  [r o, rl]. 
If g(f(t))= N-kt Vt then N-k f  -1 is a composite of g, h o and N-khl with 
breakpoints ro, r 1. If g is realizable (M' ,N)  then N-~ -1 is realizable 
(M', N) (Theorem VII. 1). 
h o and N-khl are finitely realizable (M', N) (Property IV. 1). If g is finitely 
realizable (M',A D then r o and r I are rational (Theorem IV.3). Thus N-~ "-1 
is finitely realizable (M', AT) (Theorem VII. 1). II 
If a function f and integers M, N, k are given then define a set of functions 
~( f ,  N, M, k) as follows. Take i ~< j ~< i + k, z ~i), z (J) E JU* and K >/1 such 
that 
T = [~i), ~J) + KN-J] c UN(Z")). 
If there exists x¢J) E~¢'* such that f (T)cUM(x ~j)) then let h: U~ U be 
defined by 
h(t) = -Yc(J)MJ + f(~.~J) + tKN-J)M j, t E U, 
or equivalently 
h(dN,r(t, z(J))) = dM(f(t), X(J)), tET .  
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~(f ,  N, M, k) is the set of all functions which can be defined this way, 
given f N, M, k. 
PROPERTY IX.8. I f  f is realizable (N, M) then J f ( f ,N ,M,k )  is not empty 
(e.g., take K = 1 in the definition). 
PROPERTY IX.9. I f  f is (conditionally) m.i. then every h E ~"~(f N,M,  k) 
is (conditionally) m.i. 
PROPERTY IX. 10. f is e.m.i, and h E ~,W(f, N, M, k) with T, z (i), z ~j), x (j), 
K corresponding to h as in the definition of ~f. Then (i) i f f  has range 
[ro, rl] and h has range [So, sl] then ro E UM(x tj)) implies d~t(r o, x tj)) <~ So 
and rIEUM(X tJ~) implies dM(rl,XtJ))>/Si; (ii) if f - l ( r )=tET  then 
dN,x(t, z ~J)) is within the m.l. of h (Property IX.6); (iii) if f has m.l. t o, ta and 
h has m.l. u o, u I then to E T implies u o = dN,x(t o, z ~j)) and t I C T implies 
u x = dN,K(tl, ztJ)). 
LEMMA IX.4.2. f is c.m.i, and h E J f ( f ,N ,M,k )  with T, z (i), z~J),x ~j), K 
corresponding to h as in the definition of Ji p. I f  rE  UM(X ~j)) and f - l ( r )=  
t C T then 
dN.K(t, Z ~j~) = h-'(riM(r, x(J~) ). 
Proof. Let the ranges o f f  and h be [r o, rl] and [s o, sl] respectively. Let 
the m.1. o f f  be t o, tl and the m.1. of h be u o, u~. 
If r @ [r o, r0] then r=f ( t )  (Property IX.7) so 
h( dN,K( t, z¢J))  = dM(r, X tj)) 
and the Lemma follows from Properties IX.7 and IX. 10ii. 
If r E [0, ro) then t = t o and r o E UM(X tj)) (since T is not empty) so by 
Property IX. 10i dM(r, x t j)) < S o ; consequently h- m(dM(r, x¢J))) = U o = 
dN,K(tO, z~J)), since t o E T (Property IX. 10iii). Likewise if r E (r~, 1]. | 
LEMMA IX.4.3. f is c.m.i, with range [ro, rl]. f and M-k f  -1 are 
realizable (M, M). UM(X (j)) ~: [0, ro], U~t(x (j) c/z [rl, 1 ]. Then there exists h E 
~(f ,M,  34, k), with T, z (i), z (j), x (j), K corresponding to h as in the 
definition of ~ ,  such that for any r E Uu(x(J)), f -  l(r) E T and 
dM,K(f- l(r), z (j)) = h-l(dM(r, x(J))). 
Moreover i = max( j -  k, 0). 
Proof. Let the m.1. of f be to, tl, withf-l(UM(x(~))) = [Uo,Ul] c [to,q] 
(Property IX.6) and f([Uo, ul]) c UM(X ¢j)) (Property IX.7). 
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If tC(Uo, Ul)then r=f ( t )  is in the interior of UM(x(J))~[ro,rl], 
t=f - l ( r )  (Property IX.7) and r is not a local extremum of M-k f  -~. Thus 
(Property 11.9 and Theorem V I .2 ) j  < lM(r ) <~ lM(M-kt) = lM(t ) + k (Property 
11.3). Define i = max( j  -- k, 0). Thus lM(t ) > i, where i ~< j ~< i + k. 
Let U'o~U o be maximum such that lM(u'o) <. j; let u ] />u 1 be minimum 
such that IM(U'~) ~ j. Since lM(t ) > i Vt C (U'o, u'~) then z (j), z "), K exist such 
that 
T= [Uo, u~] [i(J), ~J) + KM -j] ~ UMt ,. 
f (T)  c UM(X ~j)) since (i) if u 0 > t o then f(Uo) is an endpoint of UM(X (j)) 
and lM(Uo) <. j (Property II.9 and Theorem VI.2) so u o = u~ and (ii) if u o = t o 
and lM(to)~ j then Uo=U' o and (iii) if Uo= t o and lM(to)>j then 
f([U'o, uo))= ro = f (u0)E  UM(X ¢J)) and (iv) comparable observations may be 
made for u l and U'l. 
Thus h CdW(fiM, M,k)  is defined and the Lemma follows from 
Lemma IX.4.2. | 
LEMMA IX.4.4. f is finitely realizable (N, M). Then ~( f ,  N, M, k) is a 
finite and non-empty set. 
Proof. Property IX.8 observes that ~ is not empty. For any h E~ 
there are, as in the definition of ~ ,  corresponding T, z "), z tj), x ~j), K, where 
T = [~¢J), ~J) + KN -j] c UN(Z(i)), 
i ~< j ~< i + k (so K ~ N j-  i <~ N k) and f (T)  c UM(x¢J)). 
I f  ~ = (Y ,  JU, ~¢', 3, ~), where Y is a finite set, realizes f then for some 
e E Y (Theorem III. 1) 
f(s) = 2 ~i) + f~((s -- 5(i))Ni)M -i 
Ys C UN(Z")). I f  S C T take s = i ~j) + tKN -j, establishing a linear one-to-one 
correspondence between s E T and t E U. 
By the definition of ~ ,  
h(t) =-2(J)M~+ [2 ~i) + f,,((i. ( j ) -  i") + tKN-J)Ni)M -i] M J 
= --(2 ~j) _ 2(i))M ~ + f~,(tKN i-i + (i. ~j) _ ~"))Ni)M j-i. 
The Lemma follows from the fact that there are only finite numbers of 
possibilities for (2 Cj)-  2"))M j, a, K, N i-j, (i. t j ) -  z(i))Ni, and M j-i. 1 
LEMMA IX.4.5. f is c.m.i, and finitely realizable (M, M). M kf-1 is 
realizable (M, M). Then M-k f  -1 is finitely realizable (M, M). 
643/48/2-6 
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Proof. Let N = M and le t fhave  m.1. to, t I and range [r0, r 1].Since r o and 
r~ are rational (Property IV.2), t o and t I are rational (Theorem IV.3). Let 
y, z E X N be such that ~ = M-kto and i = M-kq.  Define the sets of functions 
i f '  = {g: g(r) = dM(f: , y(J)) Yr, for some j}, 
~"  = {g: g(r) = dM(i, z(J)), Yr, for some j}. 
~ '  and i f "  are finite sets (Property II.17). 
Let (~ ,a )  realize M-~f  -~ =f~ and take some x (J) E~¢'*. I f  UM(x(J))c 
[0, r0] then 
f~(r) = f~u) + g(dM(r, XU))) M- J  
Yr @ UM(X(J)), where g E i f ' ,  and if UM(x U)) c [ra, 1 ] then 
f~(r) = i (j) + g(dM(r, xU)))M -j  
Vr @ UM(x~J)), where g E ~" .  
If  U~t(x u)) ck [0, ro] and UM(X u)) 4= [r~, 1] then by Property IX.8 and 
Lemma IX.4.3 there exists h E ~'~(f, M, M, k), with corresponding T, z (i), 
z tj), x ~j), K as in the definition of ~ ,  such that i = max( j -  k, 0) and if 
r E U~t(x (j)) then 
f~(r) : [-;(J) + h-1(din(r, x( J ) ) )KM- J ]M -~. 
Define 
g(s) = (i (j) -- i " ) )M ~-k + h -  l(s) KM -k, s E U. 
Since h-a(1)  ~< 1, (i(J) - i (i) + KM- J )M y-k <~ M j - i - k  <. 1, and h -~ is c.m.i., 
it follows that g: U-~ U. By Lemma IX.4.4 and the fact that there are only a 
finite number of possibilities for (i (j) - ~(i))MJ, then, g is a member of some 
finite set f f  and 
f~(r) = ~.(i)M-k + g(dM(r, xU)))M -j, 
where  lM(Z'(i)M -k) ~ j (since either z "(i) = 0 or j = i + k). 
The Lemma follows from Theorem IV.4. 1 
LEMMA IX.4.6.  
g(t) = M-kf(tN~),  0 <~ t <~ N -k 
= M-~f(1) ,  N-k<. t<~l .  
Then f is (finitely) realizable (N, M)  ¢~ g is (finitely) realizable (N, M). 
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Proof Assume k > 0 
(=>) Let g," be the set of all unit N - ;  intervals that are not subsets of 
either [0, N -k] or [N-k, 1]; ~4 is a finite set. Let ~=(~9~,A/ ' ,~¢ ' ,6 ,7 )  
realize f and let t E UN(Z(J)). 
(i) I f  UN(Z (j)) C_ [0, N -k] (thus j >/k) then there exist w ") C.~'*, where 
i= j -k ,  and y(i) E jU , ,  where z ~j)=Otkly "), and e~5,  ~, such that 
(Property II.16 and Theorem II I .1) 
g(t) = M-k[~ ~ + f~(dN(tU ~, yU)))M-i] 
= 2~J) + f~(dN(t, z~)))M -~ 
Vt C UN(Z(J)), where x (j) = 0lklw "). 
(ii) I f  UN(Z(J))~ [N -h, 1] then let xEXM,  with 2=M_oC(1) ,  and let 
W M be the set of successors of x. Then 
g(t) = 2 ~j) + ~M -j 
Vt ~ UN(Z¢J)), where w = DM(X, j) C WM (Property II.5). 
(iii) I f  UN(Z(J>)~ then g(UN(Z~i)))= g(T), where T= UN(Z(J))~ 
[0, N-k]. Let 
T'  = {s: s = tN k, t E T}. 
Since T' ~ UN(Y")), i = max( j  -- k, 0), then f (T ' )  c Uu(w (i)) so 
g(T) ~ UM(X~J')), where f = i + k >/j.  
The Lemma then follows from Theorems III.4 and IV.4, since if Y is 
finite then J - (~)  and W u are finite (Properties II.6 and IV.2). 
(<:) Since k>0,  gCh a . I f  g=h 0 the Lemma is trivial, so assume 
g 4= h 0. Let ~ = (Y ,  J//-, ~¢', fi, y) be a (possibly finite) Type 1 realization of 
g (Theorems 111.4 and IV.2). Let t E UN(Z")), j = i + k, y~i) =_ otklz(i). There 
exist e E Y and w tj~ ~ ~"*  such that 
f(t)  = Mkg(tN - k) 
= Mk[;b ty) + f~(dN(tN -k, y<J)))M-J], 
where g(tN -k) E UM(W{J)). Since g(s) <~ M -k Vs, ~b (j) < M -k, for if ~b (j) = 
M -k then, since j~  k, ~b (k) =M -k, g(UN(ytk)))=M -k and 0/ is a Type 0 
realization of g, which is not possible (Property III.4). Thus (Property II. 16). 
f(t)  = 2: (i) + f~(dN(t, z")))M -', 
where w(i)= 0[k]x (i). The Lemma follows from Theorems III.4 and IV.4. I 
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THEOREM IX.4 f is realizable (M, M) and invertible (M,M, k). Then f is 
finitely realizable (M, M) ~ f is finitely invertibIe (M, M, k ). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the Theorem for the case where f is m.i. 
(=>) Direct from Lemmas IX.4.1 and IX.4.5. 
(¢:) The m.1. o f f  are 0, 1; let the range of f be [r0, rl]. Define g= 
M-~/'-~; g is finitely realizable (M, M) (Lemma IX.4.1) and c.m.i, with m.1. 
r 0, r 1 and range [0, M-h]. 
The function g' defined by 
g'(t) = M-kf(tMk), 0 <~ t <~ M -k 
=M-~(1) ,  M k<<.t<~. 1 
is realizable (M, M) (Lemma IX.4.6). Moreover 
g'(t) =M-kro, t = 0 
= M-kr, t E (0, M-h), where t = g(r) 
= M-kr l ,  t ~ [M -h, 1] 
so g '=M-kg  -! (by definition of g- l) .  g, is finitely realizable (M,M) 
(Lemma IX.4.5) so f i s  finitely realizable (M, M) (Lemma IX.4.6). l 
X. PIECEWlSE LINEAR FUNCTIONS 
{t o, t~ ..... tK} is a set of points such that 0 = to < tl < t2 "( "'" ( tK_l  '( 
t K = 1. Tk~ [t k 1, tk], k = 1, 2 ..... K. Whenf i s  such that there exist {ak, bk}, 
k=l ,2  ..... K, such that f ( t )=akt+b kYtCT  k, k= l ,  2 ..... K, then f is 
piecewise linear with parameters {K, ak, bk, tk}. Each T k is an interval of 
linearity and each a k is a slope of f in T k. A piecewise linear f is thus 
uniformly continuous. If K = 1 then f is linear. 
When f is piecewise linear with K > 1 it may appear that f should be 
regarded as a composite of functions and that Theorem VII.1 should be 
useful. However, examination militates against such an approach for present 
purposes. The reason is that, while a piecewise linear function may be 
realizable (N, M) and have parameters {K, a k, b k, tk} a function g defined by 
g(t) = akt + b k, some k, may not be realizable (N, M) or may not map U 
into U. For present purposes it is useful to treat piecewise linear functions 
independently of the more general theory of composite functions. 
Throughout his section f is assumed piecewise linear with parameters 
{K, a k, b k, tk}, and intervals of linearity Tk, k = 1, 2 ..... K. 
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PROPERTY X.1. 6~ is consistent and 5 p' c5  p is the set of  states 
reachable f rom tr. Then f~ is piecewise linear iff f~ is piecewise linear 
Yr @ Y '  (Theorem I I I .1) 
LEMMA X. 1.1. f is piecewise linear as specified. I f  there exist t, t' E T k 
and i such that f ( t ' )=f ( t )+M -i, lN(t )~i ,  lN(t')<~i, IM(f(t)<~i, 
lM(f(t')) <~ i, then a k = +(N/M) i / Lg for  some L k. 
Proof  Let f ( t )  = mM- i , f ( t  ') = (m + 1)M -i, t = nN -i, t' = (n + Lk)N  - i  
and the Lemma follows. II 
THEOREM X.1. f is piecewise linear as specified, not constant valued, 
and realizable (N, M). Then there exists a non-zero slope and N= ML o, 
some L 0 . 
I ra  k 4:0 then i k exists such that there exist t, t' E T k, t 4: t', where lN(t ) <~ 
lM(f(t)) <~ ig and lN(t' ) <~ lM(f(t')) <~ ik. Moreover a k = +Liok/Lk, some L k. 
Proof  S incef i s  not constant valued, there exists an a k 4: 0. If i k, t, t' are 
as hypothesized (by Theorem VI. 1 such exist) then (again by Theorem VI. 1) 
any i >/i k meets the conditions of Lemma X.l.1 so 
(N/M) '  
a k= ± Lki 
for some Lki, Vi >/i k. Since (N/M)i/ak is an integer ¥i >/i k, N = ML  o for 
some L 0. Take L k = Lki ~. II 
COROLLARY X.I.1. f is piecewise linear as specified and machine 
realizable. Then (i) i f  a k 4 :0  then b k is rational (Theorem VI.1); (ii) i fa  k 4:0 
then t E T k is rational i ff  f ( t )  is rational; (iii) i f  ak 4: ak+~ then both b k and 
bg+~ are rational i ff  t k is rational. 
THEOREM X.2. f is piecewise linear as specified and not constant valued. 
I f  a~ 4:0 and there exists i~ such that IN(t ) <~ lM(f(t)) <~ ik for  at least two 
distinct values of  t E T k then the finite set 
Sk~ {t: t~  T k, lM(f(t)) < ik} 
is defined. Sg is not defined i f  a k = 0 or i f  such an i k does not exist. 
Then f is realizable (N, 34) ¢:> 
(i) N = ML o for  some L o. 
(ii) I f  a k 4:0 then i k exists. 
(iii) lN(t ) > IM(f(t)) for  t ~ S k implies t is a local extremum of f  
(iv) I f  a k = 0 then IN(Tk) > lM(bk) implies T k is a local extremum of f  
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Proof. (~)  By Theorems VI. 1 and X.1. 
(~)  I f  a k :~ 0 (such a slope exists) then a k = +Liok/Lk, some L k (Lemma 
X. 1.1). Since, for t C T k, t = f ( t ) /a  k -b Jak ,  mk, n k exist such that 
b__£ = ( +Lkmk _ nk)/Nik. 
a k 
If t @ T k is not a local extremum of f  then lN(t ) <~ lM(f(t)) for if IM(f(t)) < O0 
then, on the one hand if IM(f(t)) < i k then t E S k and, on the other hand if 
lu(f(t))  = i >1 i k let f ( t )  =mM -i so 
L k m b k +L~mL~ - ik -  (+Lkm k -  nk)N i - ik  
t = + Lio~ Mi  ak Ni 
and lN(t ) <<, i. 
The Theorem follows from Theorem VI.2. 1 
COROLLARY X.2.1. Given any a --/: 0, there exist at most a finite number 
of linear functions that are realizable (N, M) and have slope a. 
LEMMA X.3.1. g is linear, has slope a: / :0 ,  and is realizable (M,M).  
Then g is finitely realizable (M, M). 
Proof If (0,  a) is a realization (M, M) of g = f~ (i.e. N = M) and if r is 
a state reachable from a, then fT is linear with slope a (Theorem III. 1). The 
Lemma follows from Corollary X.2.1. I 
LEMMA X.3.2. f is piecewise linear as specified, with K= 2, and 
realizable (M, M). Slopes a 1 ~ a2 and the one breakpoint I is rational with 
lM(t 1) = ~.  Then f is finitely realizable (M, M). 
Proof a I and a 2 are rational (Theorem X.1) and f ( t l )  is rational 
(Corollary. X. 1.1). 
Let N=M and let (C/, a) be a realization o f f=fo .  Let y be the unique 
representation of tl in X M and let W' c X M be the set of representations of
f(t~) in X M. Then 
WA_-- {x: x = DM(W, i) E X M some i i> 0, some w E W' }, 
yA  {z: z : D~t(y, i) C X M some i/> 0}, 
are finite sets (Property II.6). Noting that ,~ E (0, 1) Vz ~ Y, let ~'  be a set of 
functions such that g E ~ iff 
(i) g is piecewise linear with one and only one breakpoint k, where 
zEY .  
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(ii) g(~) = ~, where x C W. 
(iii) The slopes o fg  are al in [0,~] and a2 in [8, 1]. 
is a finite set. 
For any z ") G ~¢'*, if t E UM(Z(i)), 7~ = 6(0,  z(i)),  X (i) = y((7, z(i)), then 
according to Property III. I and Theorem III. 1 there are three possibilities for 
f~: 
(i) If UM(Z (i)) C T k and ak:/:O, then f~ is linear with slope a k, 
realizable (M, M), and hence a member of the finite set of Corollary X.2.1. 
(ii) If UM(z(i))c T k and ak=0,  then f~ is constant valued, the 
constant being ~ for some x E W. 
(iii) If t I is in the interior of UM(Z (i)) then f~ E ft. 
In each of the three cases f~ is a member of some defined finite set. Since 
(Theorem III. 1) 
- (i)~ = dM(f(t ), X ) dM(fo(t ), X (i)) -~- f,(dM(t, Z(i))), 
the Lemma follows from Theorem IV.4. I 
THEOREM X.3. f is piecewise linear as specified and realizable (M, M). 
I f  a k = 0 then b k is rational. Then f is finitely realizable (M. M). 
Proof. If f is linear then the Theorem follows from Property IV.1 and 
Lemma X.3.1. 
In the general case K >/2 and the breakpoints tl, t 2, . . . ,  t K_ 1 can be defined 
so that all are rational (Theorem X.1 and Corollary X.I.1). 
Let N :  M and let (C/, tr) realize f = f~. Take i large enough so that any 
unit M -t interval has at most one breakpoint in its interior, and that 
breakpoint has infinite M-ary length. If r = 6(a, z(i)), x (° = 7(a, z(i)), then for 
t E UM(Z (i)) 
f ( t )  = f~(t) = ~(i) + f~(dM(t, z ( i ) ) )U- i  
by Theorem III.1. The Theorem follows from Property IV.l, Lemmas X.3.1 
and X.3.2, and Theorem IV.4. I 
THEOREM X.4. f is piecewise linear as specified and invertible 
(M', N, j), where M'  = M J. Then M'  = NL  o for  some L o and each slope o f f  
is o f  the form 
Lk  k = 1, 2 ..... K, 
a k = + NJL~o k , 
for  some ik ,L  k. 
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Proof The function g=N- J f  -~ is realizable (M',N) (Lemma IX.4.1) 
and piecewise linear so M' = NL o for some L 0 and the slopes of g, when not 
zero, are of the form +L~/Lk (Theorem X.1). 1 
THEOREM X.5. f is piecewise linear as specified. For each T k let i k be 
such that 0 < lN(t ) <~ ik for at least two distinct values of t E T k and let 
SkA= {t: tE  Tk,0 < lN(t)<~ik}. 
Then f is invertible (M', N, j), where M' = M s, ¢> 
(i) f is monotone. 
(ii) M' = NL o for some L o. 
(iii) t E Sk implies lM(f(t))/J ~ lN(t ) + j. 
t 
Proof (~) By Theorems IX.1 and X.1. 
(~) Assume without loss of generality that f is m.i. and let g = N-J r  -1; 
g is piecewise linear and it suffices to show that g is realizable (M', N). Let 
g(r) = a'k r + b'k in an interval of linearity of g. 
Rk= [f(tk_l), f(tk) ], k= 1, 2 ..... K are intervals of linearity of g; in each 
the slope of g is a~ = N-J/ak > 0. There may also be an interval of linearity 
R 0 where a~ = b~ = 0 and/or an interval of linearity RK+ 1 where a~+ 1 = 0, 
b~:+l =N -j. Thus the subscripting convention defined at the beginning of 
this section may not be strictly followed. 
Use Theorem X.2 to show that g is realizable (M', N). For each R k such 
that a'k v e O, i k is such that there exist two distinct values of r E R,  such that 
0 < IN(f-l(r)) <~ ik, i.e., (Property 11.3) lN(g(r)) = IN(f-l(r)) +j<~ ik +j.  
If r E R k is not a local extremum of g and lN(g(r))<~ i k + j  then 0 < 
IN(f-l(r)) <~ ik, i.e. f -~(r)  C S~ so (hypothesis) IM(r)/J <~ lN(f-l(r)) +j= 
IN(g(r)) SO by Property 11.3 lM,(r) <<, lN(g(r)). 1 
THEOREM X.6. g is piecewise finear, realizable (N,M), invertible 
(M', N, k), where M' = M K, and 
M = . . .  My ,  
where each Mj is prime and no two are equal. Then 
N= MI ~ M~ ~ ".. Mj ~, 
where i~ >/ i i, j = 1, 2,..., J. 
Proof N=ML o (Theorem X.1) and MK=NL'o (Theorem X.5) so 
M K- 1 - -  t t --LoL o so both Lo and L 0 have prime factors among the M s so the 
Theorem follows from the relation N = ML o. I 
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XI.  DIFFERENTIABILITY 
The principal point of this section is the close connection between differen- 
tiable functions that are finitely realizable, on the one hand, and piecewise 
linear functions and the so-called "permutation free" property of sequential 
machines, on the other hand. 
The right derivative of f  at t, defined iff t < 1 and the relevant finite limit 
exists, is designated f÷( t ) ,  and the left derivative of f  at t, defined iff t > 0 
and the relevant finite limit exists, is designated f - ( t ) .  If f ÷(t) exists for 
0 ~< t < 1 andf - ( t )  exists for 0 < t ~< 1 thenf i s  said to be RL differentiable. 
Recall ~ = (5 "~, d/r, ~(/, J, 7). If j > 0, y~J) E ~* ,  r o E 5 ~, then the states 
rk = 6(to ' (y~J))lkl), k = 0, 1, 2 .... are called the path generated by r 0' y~J) and 
denoted L~(ro, y~J))&_--{r0,r~,r z .... }c5  ~. If S( ro ,  Y ~j)) is a finite set of 
K~>I  states {r0,rl,...,r~;_l} (i.e. rE=r0)  then S( ro ,  Y ~)) is the loop 
generated by r o, y~J). If 5 a is a finite set then clearly any path contains a 
loop as a subset. 
If a loop S( ro ,  ytJ)) = {%, r 1,..., r K_ 1 }' where K > 1 and r~ 4: r 0 for 
0 < k < K, then L~(ro, y~J)) is the permutation loop generated by r o, y~J). If 6~ 
has no permutation loop then 6~ is permutation free. 
f is right (left) linear at t i f f  t < 1 (t > 0) and there exist a, b such that 
f ( t ' )=at '  +bVt '  E [t, 1]([0, t]). 
THEOREM XI.1. 6~ is consistent, t is rational and f~+(t)(f~(t)) exists. 
Let t = ~, where z = z")y E X N, z "~ ~ ~/'*, y = y~i)y~J)yti)ytJ) ... E X N, 
j > O. Let ro = J(e, z "~) and the path S( r0 ,  y~J)) = {to, rm, r2,...}. Then for 
any s > (<)3~. 
lim f ' k (s ) - f '~(Y)  (N)  i+Jk 
~-.~ s -- ~ =f~+(t)(f2(t))" 
Moreover if  .~,¢(ro, y(J)) is a loop then, for  any r E d ( ro ,  y(J)), yO) v~ 
(N -1) [ J l (y ( J )4 :0  tjl) implies that f~ is right (left) linear at fi with slope 
f~+(t)(f~-(t)), and that slope = 0 i fN  > M. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the Theorem as it relates to f~ + (t), so assume 
t < 1 and y(J) 4: (N -  1) IJl (otherwise there would exist no s > 3~). 
Let x = F~(z) C X M, i' = i + jk. Since t E UN(Z ~i')) and p = dN(t, z "')) 
(Property 11.12) then by Theorem III.1 
f~(t) = 2 (i') + f ,k( f ; )M -i'. 
Since t -- .fN - r  = ~(i') then t' &= t + (s -- p )N  - r  E UN(Z w)) and 
dN(t', z ~v)) = s SO again by Theorem III. 1 
f~(t + (s -- ¢ )N  -i ')  = 2 "') + f ,k (s )M -i '  
643/48/2-7 
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SO 
f~(t + (s -  fON-V)- -  f~,(t) f ,~(s ) -  f ,~(f  0 [M~ -v 
(s-- fON -i' = s- -  f 
COROLLARY XI.I .1. ~ is consistent, N > M, t is rational and f~+(t) or 
f~-(t) exists and +cO. Then 5 z is an infinite set. 
f is termed coherent (N, M) iff 0 < lN(t ) < ~ implies lM(f(t))< ~.  In 
terms of present concerns the most relevant examples of coherent functions 
are machine invertible functions: 
PROPERTY XI. 1. f is adjusted (M) and invertible (M K, N, k). Then f is 
coherent (N, M) (Theorem IX. I) .  
PROPERTY XI.2. ~ is consistent, f~ is coherent (N, M) and r = J(a, z¢i)). 
I f lu(f , (O)) = ~ then z ~i) = 0 [il, and tf lM(f,(1)) = ~ then z~i)= (N--  1) til. 
LEMMA XI.2.1. f is piecewise linear as specified (section X), realizable 
(M, M), and coherent (M, M). Then each non-zero slope a k = dz 1 ILk ,  where 
L k is a product of powers of factors of M. 
Proof By Theorem VI.1, for any Tg= [tk_l,tk] such that ak¢O, there 
exist j, j '  >/ j, m, m', m" so that mM -i E (tk_~, tk), (m + 1)M - j  E (tk_ 1, tk), 
f (mM -j) = m'M- J , f ( (m + 1)M -j) = m"M -j'. By Theorem X.1, ak= +I/L k 
for some L k. Thus m"Lk= (m'L k + 1)M j'-j. If  L k > 1 then 'L  k does not 
divide (m'L k + 1); hence L k divides M y'-j. I 
LEMMA XI.2.2. 0/ is consistent, d( r0 ,  y~J)) is a loop, and 
r, r' C Y (z  o, yCJ)), y = ytJ) yti)y(J)y~J) ... E X s .  Then f~(fO 4= f~'(fO implies 
that lM(lf~(y ) - - f~, (y) ] )= o0. 
Proof Take x = F~(y) =x o~j)x 1~j) ... x (j)r_a~o'(j)'/j)~a "'" ~g-l~0~'(J) ~' J)"~J)~l • ." E X N, 
x' = F~,(y) = DM(X, jk), where 0 < k < K. Define M'  = M Jr and 
w = mmm ... C XM, , 
w' = m'm'm'm' . . .  ~XM,, 
such that ~ = :~, r~' = :~'. If ~ 4= :~' then m ¢ m', m ¢ 0, m' 4= 0, m ¢ M'  - 1, 
m' : / :M ' - -  1. Thus I ~-  w'l has a representation m"m"m"m" ... EXM,, 
where 0 < m" < M' -- 1, so lM,(] k -- k '  l) = oO and the Lemma follows from 
Property II.3. II 
If 6~ is consistent then ~ is minimal (tr) iff every r E Y is reachable from 
tr and, if r, r' E Y andf~ =f , , ,  then r = r'. This concept of "minimal" does 
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n/n n/O n/n 
N=M=2 N=M=2 
FIG. 5. Two minimal (a) realizations of same function. 
not entail either uniqueness or a minimum number of states. For example, 
the machines whose state graphs are shown in Fig. 5 both realize the 
function 
f~(t) = 1/4, 0 ~< t ~< 1/4 
= t, 1/4 < t ~ 1/2 
= 1/2, 1/2 < t~< 1, 
are both minimal (a), and possess different numbers of states. 
THEOREM XI.2. ~ is consistent; Y is finite; f~, is RL differentiable and 
not constant valued. Then (i) N = M and f~ is piecewise linear and ( i i ) / f  
is minimal (~) and f~ is coherent (M, M) then 6~ is permutation free and 
each non-zero slope a k = :t: 1 ILk ,  where L k is a product of powers of factors 
of M. 
Proof. (i) There exists i such that, for any z ~° E 6g*, z = 3(a, z ")) is a 
member of a loop. Apply Theorems III. 1 and XI. 1. 
(ii) Let {%, r 1,..., ZK_I} = 1(tO, y~J)) be a loop such that z o ~ a, so r o = 
~(~, z")), z t°¢  2. All f,~ are piecewise linear with at most one breakpoint 
t 1 = ~, y= ytJ)ytJ)ytJ)ytJ)... E XM, and all have identical slopes (Theorem 
XI.1). Thus if z, v' @ Y( ro ,  ytJ)) then f ,(t)  --f~,(t) is independent of t. By 
Property XI.2, if z ci) :/: 0 |il then lM(f~(O)) < oO and lM(f~,(O)) < oO, and if 
z " )¢  (M- -1 )  ['1 then lM(f~(1))< oo and lM(f~,(1))< oO. Thus lM(lf~(f 0 -- 
f~'()~)l) < oO sO f~(J~)----f~,())) (Lemma XI.2.2) so f~=f~, ,  i.e., r=z '  so 
K = 1 and d(Zo,  y~J)) is not a permutation loop. 
The statement on the slopes follows from Lemma XI.2.1. I 
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The condition on the slopes in Theorem XI.2 implies the possibility of 
what are basically shift register implementations off. The "permutation free" 
property, also called "group free," is far reaching in its implications for the 
description, structure and synthesis possibilities of a machine having it 
(McNaughton and Papert, 1971). 
XII. PIECEWISE INVERSE POLYNOMIAL FUNCTIONS 
In Section VIII it was noted that when f is monotone and there exist 
integers a 0, a I ..... a s such that r = f ( t )  implies 
J 
t= ~ aft J 
j=O 
then f is realizable (M s, 214) for any M i> 2. It was further noted that the 
condition that the {aft be integers could be relaxed and Section X treated the 
case J - -  1 accordingly. Here the case J/> 1 is treated, again taking the point 
of view of characterizing realizable classes of functions in terms of inter- 
polation properties rather than in terms of conditions on coefficients. 
{to, t~ ..... tK} is a set of points such that 0= to < t~ < t2 < ".. < tK_l < 
t K = 1; thus K/> 1. TkA= [tk_l, tk], k= 1, 2,...,K. When f :  U~ Uis such that 
for each k = 1, 2 ..... K either f(Tk) is a single point or there exists a set of 
numbers laok, alk ..... as(k)k }, where as(k) k :/: 0 and J(k) > 0, such that t E T k, 
f ( t )  = r imply 
Y(k) 
t= ~ ajkr j
j=O 
then f is piecewise inverse polynomial (p.i.p.). A p.i.p, is thus uniformly 
continuous. If f is not constant valued then there exists ajk :~ 0 for some 
j > 0, some k = 1, 2 ..... K; in such a case let 
j__a max [J(k)] > 0. 
l<~k~K 
In the remainder of this section it is assumed that f i s  p.i.p, with associated 
parameters as defined. 
PROPERTY XII.1.. I f  f (Tk)  is not a single point then f is monotone in T k. 
PROPERTY XII.2. ~ is cons&tent and Y~,i =Y  is the set of states 
reachable from ~ @ Y via input words of length i. Then fa is p.i.p, iff fT is 
p.i.p. Vz @ Ya, i (Theorem III.1). 
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If {b o, b I .... } is a set of numbers the forward differences are 
A°bi ~= bi, 
/l Jbi~/IJ-lbi+ 1 -A J - lb i ,  j>~ 1. 
It is said that f i s  interpolated (k, ig, m k, {nok, n~k ..... nj(k)k} ) iff 
njk N-ik E T~ and f(njk N-ik) = (m k + j)M-ik 
for j = O, 1 ..... J(k). 
PROPERTY XII.3. I f  f is interpolated (k, ik, m k, {n0k, nlk,..., nj(k)k} ) then 
t E T k, f ( t )  = r imply 
a(a-- 1) a(a-- 1)(a-- 2) A3n0 ~+''"  Nikt=A°n°k+aAln°k+ 2- - - - -~  A2n°k + 3! 
a(a -  1) (a -  2) . . .  (a - J (k )  + 1) -[- AJ(k)nok ,
J(k)  
where a = rM ik --m k. This follows from the NewWn forward difference 
polynomial interpolation formula. 
THEOREM XII.1. f is p.i.p, as defined, realizable (N,M), and not 
constant valued. Then N = LoMJ for some integer L o and, if f(Tk) is not a 
single poin t, then f is interpola ted (k, ik, mk, {nol¢, n 1 k ,'", nj(k) k }), for some set 
of such parameters, and all coefficients aj~, j = 0, 1 ..... J(k) are rational. 
Proof. I f f (Tk) is not a single point then Theorem VI.2 implies that f i s  
interpolated (k, i k, m k, {n0k, nlk ..... nj(k)k} ) for some set of such parameters, 
and from Property XII.3 it is clear that all coefficients ajk, j = 0, 1 ..... J(k) 
are rational. 
Since f i s  not constant valued, let k be such that J(k) - - J  > 0. By Theorem 
VI.2 f is interpolated (k, i, mki, {n0ki, nlk i ..... njki} ) ¥i >/i n, for some ik, for 
some set of such parameters. Thus by Property XII.3 
Vi ~ ik, i.e., 
M/J  
is an integer ¥i >/ik, SO N/M J is an integer. | 
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COROLLARY XII. I.1. I f  f is p.i.p, as defined, with J > 1, than any 
consistent sequential machine realizing f is infinite state (Theorem VIII.2). 
LEMMA XII .2.1. I f  J! and i > 0 are relatively prime integers then 
/~(/t -- i )~ -- 2i) ... (/t -- ( J -  1)i) 
J! 
is an integer for every integer ~. 
Proof. The proof is adapted from one of the proofs for the case i = 1, 
which is well known (Hall and Knight, 1948, pp. 345 ff.). 
If/1 is a multiple of i the Lemma follows directly from its known validity 
for the case i = 1, so assume/~ is not a multiple of i. 
Since the Lemma is true when J = 1 and when J = 2, assume J > 2, that 
/,t~u -- i)~u -- 20 . . .  ~ -- (J - 2)i) 
( J -  1)! 
is an integer for every integer/~, and proceed by induction. Let 
~ ~= ~ + j i )~  + ( j - -  1) i ) . . .  ~ + ( j - - J+  1)i), 
where j >~ 0 is an integer. Thus 
(ff q- ji).~jj_ 1 -~- (ff + ( j - J ) i )~ j  
and since # + f i¢  0 
~j--I  = ~ j - - J i ( f l  "~ ( j - -  1) i)(/,t + ( j -  2)i) "'" (/.t + ( j - - J+  1)i) 
= ~ -- i~"j(S[) 
for some integer ~ j .  Thus if ~ is divisible by J!, ~-1  is also divisible by 
J! But since i and J! are relatively prime, j ~> 0 exists so that ~ + fi  is 
divisible by J! (Nagell, 1974, p. 29). I 
THEOREM XII.2. M and J! are relatively prime and f :  U-~ U is p.i.p, as 
defined and not constant valued. I f  f (Tk) is not a single point and f is inter- 
polated (k, i k, m k, {nok, nlk ..... ns~k)k} ) then the finite set 
Sk A__ {t: t E T k, lM(f(t)) < ik}. 
S k is otherwise not defined. Then f is realizable (N, M) ,~ 
(i) N=LoMS for some integer L o. 
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(ii) I f  f (Tk)  is not a single point then there exist integers so that f is 
interpolated (k, ik, mk, {nok, nlk,..., nj~)~} ).
(iii) liv(t ) > lM(f(t)) for  t E S k implies t is a local extremum off .  
(iv) I f  f (Tk)  = r then IN(Tk) > lu(r ) implies T~ is a local extremum of  
f. 
Proof. (=>) From Theorems VI.2 and XlI. 1. 
(~)  Use Theorem VI.2 and Property XII.3. I f f (Tk)  is not a single point 
then integers ik, m~, {nok, n~k,..., nj(k)k} exist such that t E Tk , f ( t  ) = r imply 
Nikt =AOnok + aA~nok + a(a2______~_-- 1) A2n0k + a(a -- 1)(a3 ! -- 2) A3no k + ... 
a (a- -  1) (a - -2 ) . . .  (a - J (k )+ 1) 
-~ AS(k)no k , 
J(k)! 
where a = rM ik - m k . If r ----- mM -i, i >~ i~, then 
Nit 
L~o_ik -- A°nok MJ ( i - iD  + f lAlnok M( J -1)( i - ik)  
+ fl(fl -- M i - i k )  dEnokM(J_2)( i_ ik ) -~ . . .  
2[ 
g(g -Mi- ik)( /2 -- 2Mi-ik) ... (~ -- ( J (k ) -  1)M ;-ik) 
+ 
J(k)! 
X z~J(k)nokM(J-J(k))(i-ik)~ 
where g = m-  mkM i-ik. By Lemma XII.2.1 the right-hand side is an integer 
so ls(t ) < i. l 
As an example take K= 1, J=2 ,  M= 3 and N= 9. If f (0 )=0,  
f (5  • 9 -1) = 3 -1, f (1 )  = 2.3  -1 then by polynomial interpolation t C [0, 1], 
f ( t )  = r implies 
1 l r  - 3r 2 
t= 
6 
so f i s  monotone increasing on [0, 1 ]. To apply Theorem XII.2 take i I = 1 so 
$1 = {0}, a local extremum, so f is realizable (9, 3). This is confirmed by 
taking t E [0, 1 ], r = f ( t )=  m3-~, i ) 1 and calculating 
t= m( l l3 i - l - -m)  9 -i 
2 
so 19(t) ~< i. 
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On the other hand if K>M=J(2)=2,  N=4,  T2= [3 • 4 -3, 62-4-3] ,  
f (3 • 4 -3 )= 2 -a , f (9 .4  -2 )= 2 -2 , f (62 .4  -3 )= 3 • 2 -3 , then t E T2 , f ( t  ) = r 
imply 
37 87 7 2 
t -  64 ~-- -~- r - - - - f r ,  
so f i s  monotone increasing on T 2. Taking i2= 3 then S 2 = {9.4  -2} and it 
is the ease that 14(t ) ~< 12(f(t)) Yt @ S 2. However, the condition that M and J! 
be relatively prime is not met, and f is not realizable (4, 2), for if r=  m2-" 
then 
t= ( -37 .4 i -3+87m.2  i-4 7 ) - -~-m 2 4 -i 
so if i > 3 and m is odd, then 14(t ) > i. 
The case J = 2, M even is excluded in Theorem XII.2 but covered in 
THEOREM XII.3. J = 2, M is even, and f is p.i.p, as defined and not 
constant valued. I f  f (Tk)  is not a single point and f is interpolated (k, ik, ink, 
{nok , nlk ..... nj(k)k} ) then thefinite set 
S k ~ {t: t E T k, IM(f(t)) < ik}. 
S k is otherwise not defined. Then f is realizable (N, M) 
(i) N = LoM~ for some integer L o. 
(ii) I f  f (Tk)  is not a single point then there exist integers so that f is 
interpolated (k, i k, m k, {n0k, nxk ..... n.ltk)k}), and if J(k) = 2 and Lo is not 
even then nok + n2k is even. 
(iii) IN(t ) > lM(f(t)) for t E S k implies t is a local extremum off .  
(iv) I f  f (Tk)  = r then lN(Tk) > lM(r) implies T k is a local extremum of 
f. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem XII.2. Note that in the calculation of 
Nit/Lio -ik a second-order term has the form 
/~(~ _ M i -~k)  
2! A2n°k' 
where A2nok = nok -- 2nxk + n2k. I 
AS examples, first, in the example above where t C T 2, f ( t )  = r imply 
37 87 7 
t -  64 +-~r - -2  -rE' 
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it was observed that f  is not realizable (4, 2). However, by taking N = 8 (i.e., 
L 0 even) it is seen that t C T 2, f ( t )  = r imply /8(t) ~</2(r). 
Second, take K= 1, M=J=2,  N=4,  f (4-1)  = 2 -2, f (3 • 4 -1 ) - -2  -1, 
f (1) = 3 • 2 -2. Thus if t E [0, 1],f(t)  --- r then 
--1 + 7r -- 4r 2 
t- -  
Since f is interpolated (1,2, 1, {4, 12, 16}), n01+n21=20 is even and 
Theorem XII.3 asserts f is realizable (4, 2). This is confirmed by quick 
calculation; if r --- m2 -~, i > 0 then 
t= (7m2~ -4 i  2m2) 4 -i. 
Machine invertibility of p.i.p, functions is not considered here because it is 
conjecture that they are not machine invertible unless J - -  1, a case that was 
treated in Section X. That is to say it is conjectured that a function, which is 
equal on some interval in U to a polynomial of order greater than one, is not 
machine realizable. A proof of this is given here only for the quadratic ase. 
Suppose g is realizable (N, 214) and 
g( t )=bzt2+bl t+bo,  tET ,  
where b 2 :# 0 and Tc  U is some interval of measure >0. Applying Theorem 
VI.2 and a polynomial interpolation argument it is apparent that the b i are 
rational so integers/2 :# 0, ti0, til, ti2 4:0 exist so that t E T, r = g(t) imply 
ti2 t2 +t i l  t +[d o - -[dr= O. 
Again applying Theorm VI.2 integers i0 > 0 and m 0 exist so that 04  
m o < M i° and, if i >/i 0 and mo Mi- i°  <. m <~ (mo + 1)M i-i°, then there exists 
integer n such that 
ti2 Min2 + til MWin + tio MiN2i -- ti mN2i = O. 
Thus the discriminant 
ti~(MN) 2i -- 4tizMiNZi(t_toMi -- tim) 
is a perfect square for all such values of m, which implies that there exist 
four perfect squares in arithmetic progression, which is untrue (Dickson, 
1919, p. 440). 
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XIII. APPLICATION AND EXAMPLE 
"Companding" involves the realization of a "compression" function f and 
also an inverse of f, the "expansion" function. Both compression and 
expansion are sometimes performed on a "bit at a time" basis compatible 
with the sequential functions examined here. 
Take K/> 2 and define a piecewise linear compression function f by 
defining to = 0, t k = 2 k-K, k = 1, 2 ..... K, and 
f ( t )  = t, to <~ t <~ tl 
=21-kt+(k - -1 )2  I-K, tk<~t<~tk+l ,k : l ,2  ..... K - -1 .  
Thus rkA:f(tk) ---- k21-K for k = 0, 1 ..... K. I lK  is a power of 2 then so is r K, 
simplifying things for companding. 
In any case, realizability (2, 2) o f f  follows from Theorem X.2, since the 
set {rk} includes all points in the range of f having binary length ~<K--1, 
and 12(tk) <~/2(rk), k = 0, 1,..., K. 
Invertibility can be treated via Theorem IX. 1. Take t ~ (0, 1) and r = f (t) .  
If t o < t ~< tI then/2(r) =/2(t) and if t k <~ t <~ tk+ 1, 0 < k <<, K - 1, then/2(r) ~< 
max(k - l+/E( t ) ,  K-1)<~max(K- -2  +lE(t), K -1 )=K- -2  +12(t ). In 
either case /2 ( r ) - (K -2 )<~lE( t )  so by Theorem IX.1 f is invertible 
(2, 2, K - 2). This matter could also have been treated via Theorem X.5. 
Theorem X.3 shows that f i s  finitely realizable (2, 2), so by Theorem IX.4 
the machine inverse (2, 2, K - -2 )  is finitely realizable (2, 2). By Theorem 
XI.2, both f and an inverse (2, 2) o f f  are realizable with permutation free 
finite state machines, and shift register implementations exist. 
If K = 8 then the companding function treated here is that realized by the 
device of Euler et al. (1976), which realizes an approximation to a common 
companding law. That device realizes only the expansion function directly, 
the compression function being realized in A/D conversion via a feedback 
arrangement using the expansion function, a common scheme. However there 
could be cases where direct realization of the compression function is 
required. For example, if it is desired to sum two signals that are represented 
in compressed code, they are first expanded, then added, and then 
compressed, assuming it is desired to return to compressed code. 
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